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INTRODUCTION

Problems associated with mass expressions1 can be divided into the follow-

ing general areas:

1. distinguishing a class of mass expressions;

2. describing the syntax of this class;

3. describing the formal semantics of this class;

4. explicating the ontology such a class of expressions presupposes, and

5. accounting for various epistemological issues involving our perception

of the ontology.

�In our light revision of the 1989 version of this article we have added short discussions

of some work from before 1989 that we had inadvertetly omitted. We have also included

short discussions of work done since that time. These new works have greatly expanded

the understanding of the semantics of the notion of mass; and to adequately capture their

contributions would require a much more thorough rewriting of this survey than we are

able to undertake. Instead, we have interspersed our comments on these contributions at

various places in the text, even when there is a mismatch between our old criticisms of

previous theories and the relevance of those criticisms to the new accounts. Additionally,

we have included a new section at the end, which gives some directions to literature

outside of formal semantics in which the notion of mass has been employed. We looked

at work on mass expressions in psycholinguistics and computational linguistics here, and

we discussed some research in the history of philosophy and in metaphysics that makes

use of the notion of mass.
1There is a terminological problem involved in even discussing the topic in a neutral

manner, for most of the natural ways of saying things have been pre-empted by theory.

For example, we would like a neutral manner of discussing the question of what is properly

called mass. `Mass word' here is incorrect, for some theories apply `mass' to longer

stretches of discourse. `Mass term' is likely to engender confusion, since some theories

(e.g. those inspired by Montague) reserve `term' for the sort of phrase which can be

the (complete) subject of a sentence. `Mass noun' or `mass noun phrase' is incorrect

since some theories allow other things to be mass. `Mass phrase' seems wrong since

`phrase' seems to require a sequence of words and further seems to presuppose that words

have been already judged as forming some syntactic group. It is with some hesitation

that we have adopted `mass expression', `count expression', and `expression' as theory-

independent descriptive phrases. It is intended that an expression can be any word, group

of words, or other (perhaps smaller) meaningful unit of any syntactic category. Then we

can ask such questions as `What are mass expressions?' or `Is it the senses of expression

which are mass?', and so on.

D. Gabbay and F. Guenthner (eds.),
Handbook of Philosophical Logic, Volume 10, 1{87.
c 2002, Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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Permeating all these areas are questions of the role of pragmatics (construed

broadly so as to encompass questions of how people typically use mass ex-

pressions to describe a state of a�airs) in formal semantic descriptions. For

example, if people normally use expression x in such-and-such circumstances

(or normally take a use of x to imply y), should that have some reex in

the syntax, the semantics, the presupposed ontology, etc.? The `problems

of mass expressions' therefore provides a rich area in which to formulate

and test various logico-linguistic theories. In this article we indicate (what

we take to be) the more important problems and puzzles, survey some sug-

gested solutions, indicate what we think are outstanding diÆculties with

those approaches, and make a few not-well-defended suggestions of our own

to these problems and puzzles. Pelletier [1979a] is a bibliography of most

work published on mass terms prior to 1978. The bibliography at the end of

the present article includes work from that earlier bibliography only if it is

cited in this article. The present bibliography also includes some works that

were inadvertently omitted from that earlier bibliography. The new bibli-

ography can also be compared with the one which appeared in the earlier

version of this article (a bibliography from 1988). The present bibliography

corrects some typographical errors and misinformation in that bibliography,

includes some works that were inadvertently omitted, and adds a substan-

tial number of new entries. The new entries come about for two reasons:

mostly they were published after 1988, but in addition the present article

expands on some issues that were not included in the earlier version of this

article, thereby citing some earlier work on these new topics.

WHAT IS A MASS EXPRESSION?

Most works do not address this basic issue, but rather concentrate attention

on certain examples which they take to distinguish mass expressions from

count expressions. Water, dirty water, and water used in washing yester-

day's dishes are central examples of mass expressions, it is claimed; while

person, tall person and person who washed yesterday's dishes are central ex-

amples of count expressions. On the syntactic side, the usual view claims,

mass expressions occur with the quanti�ers much and little, with the un-

stressed article some, are susceptible to measurement phrases like litres of

and amount of, and do not exhibit a singular/plural distinction. On the

other hand, count expressions occur with the quanti�ers each, every, many,

several, few, and the stressed some, they use the inde�nite article a(n),

they are susceptible to counting phrases like �ve, a score of, and do exhibit

a singular/plural dichotomy manifested in the count noun phrase itself and

in agreement with the verb phrase.2

2The usual view, as expressed in the last paragraph, acknowledges that there are many

quanti�ers which both mass and count expressions accept: all, most, a lot of, and others.
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From the semantic point of view, count expressions and mass expressions

are supposed to be di�erentiated by the way in which they refer to some-

thing. A count expression is supposed to refer to a discrete, well-delineated

group of entities, whereas a mass expression refers without making it ex-

plicit how its referent is to be individuated or divided into objects. This

feature of mass reference gives rise to the test of `cumulative reference'|any

sum of parts which areM is alsoM [Quine, 1960, p. 91], and to `distributed

(or divided or divisive or homogeneous) reference'|any part of something

with is M is also M [Cheng, 1973, pp. 286{ 287].

Correlated with the semantic and syntactic conditions is a set of prag-

matic features. (Perhaps the syntactic and semantic features follow from

the pragmatic ones, or perhaps vice versa). These pragmatic features have

to do with the way we di�erentially use various expressions of the language.

Most relevant to the present discussion are the concepts of `individuating'

and `identifying'.

Traditional philosophic wisdom has it that some subset of the count ex-

pressions `individuate' the world in the sense that, given a space appropriate

to such an expression C, there is an answer to the question `How many Cs

are in that space?'3 Such count expressions are traditionally called `sor-

tal expressions'. Thus, given a building room, it makes sense to ask how

many people are in that room|making person a sortal expression; given

a solar system, it makes sense to ask how many planets are in that solar

system|making planet a sortal expression. Mass expressions are supposed

to fail this test, as are certain count expressions like thing, object, entity,

etc. (This last because there is no de�nite answer to the question `How

many things are in this room?', unless thing has antecedently been given

Perhaps it should be mentioned that some theorists, e.g. [McCawley, 1981, p. 435] have

contemplated the view that many and few (the apparent count quanti�ers) and much

and little (the corresponding apparent mass quanti�ers) are, respectively, really the same

quanti�ers. Some support for this view comes from the fact that some languages use the

same word for much as for many. (German viel, French beaucoup, Japanese takusan).

(This is a peculiar argument. Usually the conclusion follows in the other direction: since

language X distinguishes these meanings by di�erent words, the single word is language

Y must represent two di�erent meanings. Let us be clear in remarking that McCawley

does not endorse this position.)

It is also usually admitted that some apparently pluralised expressions are used in

a mass-like manner, e.g. beans, brains, suds, and physics. These are often viewed as

syntactic irregularities: brains just is separately lexicalised as a (unpluralisable) mass

expression. (As in

Joe doesn't have much brains). In what follows we shall regularly use sm for the

unstressed some, following usage popularised by [Cartwright, 1965]. Contrast the into-

nations of Some linguists are smart and I want sm water.

These tests, which we below call `the standard syntactic tests', are of course geared to

test nouns (or noun phrases) and do not directly apply to other syntactic categories. We

shall later investigate whether the distinction is to be extended to these other categories.

For now we just note that the central examples come from nouns and noun phrases.
3Often the test is `Does it make sense to ask how many . . . ?' or `Can you count

them?', etc.
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some contextual understanding.) `Individuate' is supposed to mark o� one

instance of a count expression from another|and it is claimed that thing,

water, etc. do not do this. `Individuate' should be distinguished from `iden-

tify'. Presumably water will identify or characterise a certain portion of the

environment and distinguish it from other portions|just as person does.

However, we presume, thing does not identify any more than it individu-

ates. And equally, we suppose, words like stu� and quantity do not identify

anything. (Or rather, thing, stu�, etc. require some `pragmatic' background

to do it.)4

There is no question that the standard examples of mass expressions are

nouns or noun phrases; but various authors have made claims about clas-

sifying expressions other than nouns and noun phrases as being count or

mass. The three main types of expressions that have been suggested for

this extended use are: adjectives (and adjective phrases), verbs (and verb

phrases), and adverbs (and adverb phrases). We shall consider these each

in turn. Moravcsik [1973], Quine [1960, p. 104], Bunt [1980] and L�nning
[1987, p. 13f] suggest that some adjectives such as spherical be classi�ed as

count because they are only true of objects which can be counted. We note

that very few adjectives have this property. Perhaps the numeral adjectives,

like one, two, many, several, . . . , are the best candidates for +count adjec-

tives. (Of course, it is hard to make the argument for the plural ones, since

one could simply say that, e.g. �two furniture violates a number agreement|

but even ?one furniture seems odd). Moravcsik also suggests that adjectives

which are divisive should be considered as +mass. For example, light, but

not heavy, short, but not tall. Of course, if one used the cumulativity test

(as Quine does) for determining `massness', one would get heavy but not

light, short but not tall. Which test shall we take? Bunt o�ers us this:

only adjectives which are homogeneous (both divisive and cumulative) in

their reference can combine with mass nouns ([Bunt, 1981, p. 229]; see also

his [1980]). This becomes revised to exclude non-restrictive and generic and

collective modi�cation of mass nouns. In the course of this revision, we learn

(for a variety of reasons, mostly having to do with polar opposite adjectives

where one is divisive but not cumulative and the other is cumulative but

not divisive|as in the above examples) that adjectives of size or amount,

or of shape or other aspects of outward appearance, are not mass adjectives.

It seems to us that this at least partially contradicts our intuitive starting

point: for very few adjectives will be +mass.5

4The issues of the last number of paragraphs are more fully discussed in [Pelletier,

1975] and [Bunt, 1981, Chapter 2].
5This is somewhat unfair to Bunt's theoretical exposition in [1981, Chapter II]. There

the idea was semantic: when a +count adjective modi�es a noun, a certain interpretation

is forced upon the resulting noun phrase, and similarly for when a +mass adjective

modi�es a noun. The discussion in the text here is really an argument against taking

count/mass to be a syntactic well-formedness constraint on adjective-noun combinations.
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It is perhaps true that such expressions ought to be somehow di�erentially

marked|so that spherical can only modify a noun which is judged count,

or so that only nouns which are judged mass an be modi�ed by rancid. But

three things should be noted. First, this need to be a syntactic classi�ca-

tion. If one takes the view that count/mass is a semantic well-formedness

constraint, then no expressions will receive a syntactic marking for mass or

count. It will rather be a feature of the semantic representation of spherical,

say, that it can only combine with semantic representations that are true

of individual objects, but it will not be a syntactic classi�cation. If it is a

semantic point being made, as it seems to be since the initial test was one of

looking for `cumulativity' and divisiveness', then the combination of spher-

ical with, say water will be well-formed (syntactically) but simply will not

be given a coherent semantic representation. Second, even if it were called

syntactic, one should note that the notions of mass and count are here being

used in an extended way: it is not really that spherical is +count, but rather

that spherical has a co-occurrence restriction to the e�ect that it can only

combine with expressions judged to be `really' count|that is, with certain

nouns. Third, the co-occurrence restrictions that have been o�ered seem

suspect. Are

Bring me the spherical ice and leave the irregularly-shaped

ice there.

Look at the �st-sized, perfectly spherical hail.

Mary has box-shaped furniture.

really ungrammatical?6

Some people have been briey tempted (e.g. [Moravcsik, 1973]) to classify

verbs as mass or count, depending on what sort of subject they can take.

For example, ow might be +mass (taking +mass subjects) while think

might be +count (taking +count subjects). But they are quickly disabused

upon considering that not only does water ow, but so do rivers; and even

thinking is not beyond question|not only do people think, but possibly so

does computer software (and computer software is normally assigned +mass

status). More careful theorists have focused on the semantic criterion of `di-

visiveness' in giving an intuitive account of why certain verb phrases should

or should not be considered mass/count. Leech [1969, p. 134�], Verkuyl
[1972, pp. 54{61], Mourelatos [1978]; Carlson [1977]; �Aqvist and Guen-

thner [1978]; Gabbay and Moravcsik [1979]; Taylor [1977] and Hoepelman

6Appendix A of [Bunt, 1981] reports an experiment claiming that ordinary speakers

of English (and Dutch) do react oddly to some adjective/noun combinations. One might

ask, however, whether these reactions have to do with the assumed features +mass and

+count, or perhaps just to other oddities of the situation described by the experimental

questions|such as the (assumed) mass noun being liquid at normal temperatures while

the (assumed) count adjective presupposing a shape. (Thus round water would be judged

peculiar because water has no independent shape, not because water is a mass expression

and round a count-adjective).
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[1976], all following Vendler [1967] suggest that verbs denoting processes be

marked +mass while those denoting achievements be marked +count. The

idea is that an event is the primitive verb-phrase denotation, and events

can be part of larger events or contain subevents themselves. Some of these

events, the ones which are processes like to eat and to run, have parts that

are events denoted by the same verb. Others, the ones which are achieve-

ments like to prove and to prepare, are naturally bounded in the sense that

they describe actions that involve change toward a �nal goal. So they do

not have parts that are events denoted by the same verb. This is, of course

to apply the `divisiveness' criterion to verb phrases. Implicit in these discus-

sions is also the possibility of carrying the `cumulativity' criterion to verb

phrases.

An informative discussion of verbs (and adverbs) as mass expressions is

in [ter Meulen, 1980, Ch. 4]. She points out that either type of verb phrase

can take either mass or count subjects. More interesting, she �nds that

the (direct) objects of the verb can be of either type, but which one it is

determines whether the entire verb phrase is count or mass. Thus eating

cake is +mass, eating a cake is +count; preparing dinner is +mass, preparing

a dinner is +count. And thus the object dominates the simple verb (eating

was +mass, preparing was +count).7 Following Hoepelman [1976; 1978],

who in turn is following Verkuyl [1972], ter Meulen considers certain adverb

phrases to be either mass/count. Generally this means that the spatial or

temporal extension or duration of the adverb is unbounded (or bounded).

For instance, the adverb phrase for hours is temporally unbounded; the

phrase along the road is spatially unbounded; the phrase in an hour is

temporally bounded the phrase to the city is spatially bounded. Generally,

ter Meulen suggests, one should look for a �nal state that will be reached

through the action described by the verb phrase in question; if so, then the

adverb is +count. ter Meulen notes that any verb (count/mass) can take

either type of adverb phrase (count/mass); but it appears that the feature

of the adverb phrase dominates the one of the verb. The next question

is whether the feature of the entire verb phrase generated by using some

count/mass direct object will combine correctly with either type of adverb.

The results are a bit complicated and the judgements involved seem to us

to be somewhat unreliable, but he answers seem to be this: the entire verb

phrase is dominated by the adverb phrase; regardless of whether the verb

and direct object are mass or count. Two possible exceptions to this are:

(a) when the verb and the direct object are �count and the adverb phrase

is +count, we get some sort of anomaly: John ate cake in an hour|one

needs some special understanding to interpret it, and (b) when the verb

7J. D. McCawley (personal communication) points out that the mass:count distinction

for verb phrases also depends on the verb: It takes two hours to bake/*eat bread; he

suggests that the di�erence lies in whether the verb denotes a process that consumes the

object a bit-at-a-time or a�ects the object all at once.
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and adverb are +count but the object is �count, one gets what ter Meulen

calls an iterative reading which is +count. Her example here is not well

conceived: Henry solved puzzles in an hour has perhaps a +count verb

and adverb, but it is unclear that puzzles is �count. What she says [ter

Meulen, 1980, p. 129] is: `it is interpreted as saying that Henry could

provide solutions to puzzles in an hour, which is obviously [an achievement]

rather than [a process]'. A better example of this phenomenon might be

Henry repaired furniture in an hour.

We should note that, whatever else is true of this claim about the count/

mass distinction amongst verbs and adverbs, it is founded on a semantic

understanding of the distinction. We are told to look for the denotation

of the terms and see whether they are divisive (or cumulative). So all

the evidence gathered here might �nd its proper home in an account of

the semantic plausibility of certain kinds of combinations, rather than as a

syntactic point. With regard to the claim that verbs denoting processes are

mass while those denoting achievements are count we might remark that

according to the sense which is being used, it is rather the noun phrase

Sandy's eating cake which is +mass and Kim's winning a race which is

+count, and not the mere verb phrase, eat cake or win a race.

As the preceding discussion suggests, there are two senses in which the

count/mass distinction might carry over to categories other than nominals.

(1) if the count/mass distinction for nominals is a syntactic distinction, then

it might carry over to other phrase types as an agreement feature, just as the

singular/plural distinction carries over to verb phrases, even though the dis-

tinction might be said to derive from a distinction inherent in noun phrases

(or their denotations). Carry over of gender to adjectives (from nouns) in

many languages is another example of this phenomenon. Or, (2) it might

be that there are distinctions among verb phrases (and perhaps other non-

nominal categories) which are in some sense analogous to the count/mass

distinction for nominals, and raise similar problems as to whether the dis-

tinctions are syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic. for instance, we have seen

the claim that certain verb phrases semantically are true of any part of what

they are true of. This would be to claim that the mass/count distinction

amongst nouns is a semantic distinction, and that verb phrases have analo-

gous character. We have given reasons to believe that there are no syntactic

agreement features which would justify holding (1). As far as position (2)

goes, we have seen that the only reasons for holding it are semantic, having

to do with the denotation of the verb phrases in question. However true

the analogy might be, we think the intuitions behind it are more clear in

the nominal case and it ought to be studied there before being generalised

to other categories. We therefore think it better to restrict the mass/count

classi�cation to nouns and noun phrases, regardless of whether in the lat-

ter case it be a syntactic or a semantic classi�cation. We think that the

intuitions being appealed to by those who wish to extend the classi�cation
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beyond nouns and noun phrases simply do not apply except in a stretched

sense. It is really always by considering the objects which are characterised

by the adjectives that gives us any reason to call the adjectives mass or

count|so it is not syntactic, and in fact even the semantic characterisation

only applies to the things. But things are what are designated by nouns

and noun phrases. (Cf. [Pelletier, 1975, pp. 9{10] on calling red a sor-

tal term.) Again with the verbs, verb phrases and adverb phrases, it is a

matter of looking to the events denoted by the nominalised verb phrases,

or to the kinds of events that can be modi�ed by certain adverb phrases,

which makes one want to call verbs, etc. mass or count. But then, just as

with the adjectives, we should not call them count/mass, but rather call the

noun phrases generated from them by nominalisation either count or mass.

For these reasons we shall restrict our further discussion to nouns and noun

phrases.

Two of the issues that must be addressed at the outset are, �rst, the

question of whether one is going to posit a mass/count distinction for ex-

pressions, for senses of expressions, or for occurrences of expressions and

second, one must address the question of how to classify expressions (or

their senses or their occurrences) which do not immediately satisfy the syn-

tactic/semantic/pragmatic conditions cited above. We mention these issues

together because how one answers one might inuence how one answers the

other.

Consider sentence like

1. Kim put an apple into the salad.

2. Kim put apple into the salad.

Most theorists would claim that apple in (1) is count, whereas in (2) it is

mass. If it is the expressions themselves one is going to call or mass, one

is faced with a slight, but not insuperable, diÆculty, since the expression

cannot be both. However, one could claim that there are two separate words

here, spelled and pronounced the same, one of which is mass and the other

of which is count.8 (This would be akin to our normal procedure of counting

bank as at least three separate words.9) Another way out for the `expression

approach' would be to claim that apple is always count and that sentence (2)

8One might even back up a bit and point out that it is not entirely plain that apple in

(2) need be classi�ed as mass, since none of the standard syntactic criteria listed above

directly apply to it.
9The issue of when a word is to be entered into the lexicon with multiple senses and

when it is to be considered separate homographs is too deep to go into here. Such matters

as etymology are involved, as is the more `practical' matter of `large' meaning di�erences

giving homographs and `smaller' meaning di�erences giving sense distinctions. We take

it to be a suÆcient condition of homographs that the di�erent words belong to di�erent

syntactic categories. Thus, for us fast (ADJ) is a di�erent word from fast (ADV). So

if +count and +mass are syntactic features or classi�cations, then apple (+count) and

apple (+mass) would be di�erent words. (We realise that there are borderline problems
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has a deleted bits of an left out. Alternatively one might claim that apple is

always mass and that (1) uses an to construct this mass into a well-de�ned

object. So, with respect to the `dual life' words like apple, one might say (a)

that all such expressions were `really' count, or (b) that all such expressions

were `really' mass, or (c) that some were `really' count and others were

`really' mass. One might go even further and say (d) that every expression,

not just the dual life ones, is `really' mass, or (e) that every expression is

`really' count. (Presumably (d) and (e) would be to adopt (a) or (b) but to

claim that all expressions led a `dual life'). So according to (a), there are

some apparently `dual life' expressions, but they should all be represented

as count, and a rule of `massi�cation' sometimes occurs. According to (b),

some expressions lead a `dual life', but they are all to be represented as mass,

and a process of `counti�cation' sometimes occurs. According to (c), some

`dual life' expressions are represented as count while others are represented

as mass, and there are two processes at work. According to (d), every

expression is to be represented as mass, and the process of counti�cation

has rather a lot of work to do. And according to (e), every expression is to

be represented as count, and the process of massi�cation has rather a lot of

work to do. We shall consider these approaches shortly.

The di�erence between these `expression approaches' and a `sense ap-

proach' is diÆcult to explicate in the absence of a general theory of the

syntax (and semantics) of the language which would show the relationship

between the lexical representation of individual words (or senses) and the

syntactico-semantic representation of a sentence in which it occurs. As an

overview, however, let us just indicate that we have in mind a lexicon which

for each word contains some base form of that word, a statement of its mem-

bership in a syntactic class (potentially construed as a bundle of features),

perhaps some idiosyncratic information about it (e.g. irregular plural), and

�nally a semantic representation of that word. We furthermore view the

syntactic theory as providing some method of analysing the structure of a

series of words in such a way as to show how the semantic representations

of the words are combined to form a semantic representation of the whole

series.10

On this account of an overall theory, the `expression approach' to the

mass/count distinction would associate with each entry of the lexicon mem-

bership in a syntactic class. Presumably being a mass expression or a count

for this suÆcient condition: are threaten ( +NP) and threaten ( +[VP INF]) separate

words? Further, the test says nothing about how many homograhs bank represents.)
10This viewpoint|one associated with Montague Grammar and related approaches|

is not the only one possible, and not even the only one which will be discussed in this

article. Perhaps in philosophical logic it is even more common to forego an explicit

syntactic theory and to give intuitive `translations' into �rst-order predicate logic. While

we are ourselves committed to the approach outlined in the text, it is no doubt unfair in

a survey to insist that all other accounts follow this methodology. In any case, much of

what we intend to discuss is independent of the particular format chosen.
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expression are two such classes. The syntactic rules, in analysing a longer

sequence of words, might assign such a feature to these longer sequences,

and presumably the syntactic rules will be sensitive to its presence in a

subphrase when they analyse a longer sequence. For words like apple (as

above), there might be two separate entries|one marked +count and the

other +mass. Call this the `dual expression approach'. Or there might be

just one (marked either as +mass or +count in accordance with the discus-

sion of (a){(e) above) and some syntactic rule might assign the phrase an

apple to the category +count. Call these approaches `unitarian expression

approaches'. The `senses approach', on the other hand, will have only one

lexical entry but will have alternate `senses', some being senses appropriate

to count uses.

It seems to us that there is more to the di�erence between a `dual ex-

pression approach' and a `senses approach' then merely the cosmetic issue of

having one entry in the lexicon with many di�erent semantic representations

or having many entries in the lexicon each with one semantic representa-

tion. The crucial di�erence has to do with whether +count and +mass

are perceived as syntactic features (or classi�cations), or whether whatever

di�erences there may be between them are to be accounted for entirely

within the semantic representations. Any `expression approach' explicitly

assigns the features or categories +count and +mass to some elements of

the lexicon. We take this to be syntactic information about the expression

in question. Therefore, unless it is a completely superuous classi�cation,

some syntactic rules must make explicit reference to these features. Now,

if the `senses approach' were to assign to the di�erent senses of a lexical

entry the syntactic features +count and +mass, then it would just be an

alternative notation for the `dual expression approach', and there would be

nothing (other, perhaps, than computational ease) to choose between them.

But we take it that central to a `sense approach' is the claim that +count

and +mass are not syntactic features or categories, but rather are a descrip-

tion of the semantic representation of the expression. That is, whether a

sense is a mass or count is something to be discovered after examining the

semantic representation of the expression in question.11 In this approach,

no syntactic rules refer to +count or +mass (since these are not syntactic

objects). Rather, sentences like (1) and (2) each have (at least) two se-

mantic representations|one using a mass representation of apple and one

using a count representation of apple. Presumably, the semantic represen-

tation of (1) using the mass sense and the semantic representation of (2)

using the count sense are both (semantically) incoherent|they violate some

(semantic) type constraint, or violate some other semantic well-formedness

rule|but they are (syntactically) well-formed.

11And perhaps even later, after examining meaning postulates associated with the

representation or its elements; or even, only after examining `factual axioms' (contingent

properties) of the representation or its elements.
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Let's now briey distinguish an `occurrence approach' from the `expres-

sion approach' and the `senses approach'. An `occurrence approach' might

take +count and +mass either to be syntactic features (or classi�cations)

or to be a semantic characterisation. (Call these `syntactic occurrence ap-

proach' and `semantic occurrence approach' respectively). Underlying the

`occurrence approaches' is the conviction that the lexical items are not char-

acterised in any way as being count or mass|they have neither a syntactic

feature nor independent semantic representations which can be classi�ed

as being count or mass. Indeed, the `occurrence approach' says, it is only

in the context of a longer sequence of words that such a classi�cation can

be determined. In the lexicon a `neutral' semantic representation for, say

apple, is given. As the expression is seen to occur in longer phrases, its rep-

resentation is then transformed so as to fall into one or the other of count

or mass.12 If the transition to a larger phrase, e.g. from apple to an apple,

is taken to assign to an apple the syntactic category or feature +count, then

this is presumably because some syntactic rule refers to `+count': this is the

`syntactic occurrence approach'. On the other hand, the theory might hold

that the transition does not assign any such syntactic category or feature

to our longer phrases, but rather adopts the sort of semantic view espoused

by the `senses approach'|one tells that it is a count occurrence by looking

at the semantic representation of this longer phrase. This is the `semantic

occurrence approach'.

As representatives of these various approaches, we might point to [Quirk

et al., 1972, p. 128] and [Quine, 1960, p. 91] as proponents of the `dual

expression approach' to such words as apple. Such theories recommend that

these dual life words be given separate lexical entries, one with the syntactic

feature +mass and the other with the syntactic feature +count.

There seem to be no representatives of the view that some ordinary ex-

pressions are +count and others are +mass, but that the dual life ones are

always +mass. However, [Sharvy, 1978] is a proponent of the `unitarian

expression approach' which takes all expressions to be underlyingly +mass

in the lexicon, using a `deletion of nominal measure word' rule to account

for apparent count expressions. In brief his argument runs thus: sentences

like

3. Give me three beers

do not use beers as a count expression. Rather there is some (unrecoverable)

nominal measure|such as glasses of, kinds of, litres of, etc.|which has

12Rather, it sometimes is seen to fall into one or the other. The `occurrence ap-

proach' can admit that with some sentences one just cannot tell whether the occurrence

is mass or count. The other approaches would have to count such sentences as ambiguous:

syntactically ambiguous according to the `expression approach', semantically ambiguous

according to the `senses approach'. The `occurrence approach' can claim that such a

sentence is unambiguous, but has a broad range of interpretations.
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been deleted from (3). At least, he claims, a language just like English in

all other respects except for this would at least be `Quine-indiscernible' from

our English. But Sharvy applies this to more than just the examples which,

like apple, appear to exhibit both a count and a mass use. His remarks can

be generalised, he claims, to show that all apparent count nouns can be

analysed as a deleted nominal measure and the resulting language would be

`Quine-indiscernible' from English. So a sentence like

4. There are three horses in the yard

does not have a +count term horse in it nor a +count expression like three

horses or three horses in the yard in it. Rather there is a deleted nominal

measure phrase, such as head of. As an example of a natural language which

does not even appear to contain any count expressions (unlike English),

Sharvy cites Mandarin Chinese.

On the other side of the `expression approach' are those who take our

apparently dual life words such as apple to be underlyingly +count. (Al-

though they have in addition some expressions being simply +mass). Here

we might point to [Bunt, 1981, Ch. 18] where such words are `included in

the lexicon as singular count nouns', and there is a `syntactic rule trans-

forming them into ground nouns' [1981, p. 248]. This is done `to do justice

to the observation that many nouns, like apple, onion, cake and rope occur

both as singular count nouns and as mass nouns (`ground nouns')' (ibid.).

Some of these unitarian expression theories even go to the opposite extreme

from Sharvy and say that all nouns are underlying +count. Perhaps in this

category is Allen [1980] with his `degrees of countability', but even clearer

are textbook accounts of translation from English to predicate logic. Such

texts will translate (5) as (50)

5. Beavers are mammals

50. (8x)[Beaver(x) ! Mammal(x)]

and by analogy will translate (6) to (60)

6. Snow is white

60. (8x)[Snow(x) ! White(x)]

Now, the move from (5) to (50) requires understanding beavers as being

true of a set of individuals (i.e. as a count expression), so that the quanti�er

makes sense (`For each thing, if it is a beaver then it is a mammal'). Sim-

ilarly the move from (6) to (60) requires understanding snow as being true

of a set of individuals (like count nominals), so that the quanti�er makes

sense (`For each thing, if it is (a? sm?) snow, then it is white'). This

diÆculty has been mentioned by many people, and it forms the locus of

study for many of the recent works on the topic, e.g. [Higginbotham, 1994;
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Koslicki, 1999], as well as in some of the more metaphysically-oriented au-

thors [Burke, 1994; Zimmerman, 1995]. Cartwright [1965] was one of the

earliest to draw attention to it, but see also Pelletier [1974] and Mellema
[1981], who more directly fault logic textbooks. Textbook accounts do not

discuss the conceptual and linguistic diÆculties here, but it is signi�cant

to note that people who have seriously advocated a predicate logic account

have shied away from the representation of (6) as (60).13 As an example

of a natural language which does not even appear to have mass expressions

(unlike English), Whorf [1939, pp. 140{143] cites Hopi. (Although the work

of [Malotki, 1983] casts considerable doubt on Whorf's claim.)

As representatives of the `senses approach' we might point to dictionaries

that have entries like

lamb (n.) la. A young sheep. 3a. The esh of a lamb used as

food.

(But dictionaries are just as likely to have

lamb (n.) l. A young sheep or its esh used as food.)

Pelletier [1975, p. 2] says that `we need to distinguish not between mass

and count nouns but between mass and count senses of nouns.' He goes on

to say that the fact that speakers can isolate the cause of the ambiguity in

a sentence like (3)|three bottles of beer, three kinds of beer, three servings

of beer|as being due to beers, shows that the ambiguity is lexical, and not

a matter of the operation of a syntactic deletion rule. For if it were due

to the operation of such a rule, then we should be willing to give di�erent

syntactic analyses of the sentence, which we do not. With some justi�cation

one might accuse Pelletier [1975] of confusion on two distinctions: that

between a `senses approach' and an `occurrences approach' on the one side,

and that between the role of +count and +mass as syntactic features or

as a description of semantic representations on the other side. McCawley
[1975] is apparently also a representative of this `approach', although he

sometimes can be seen to suggest a `unitarian sense approach' which uses

`lexical redundancy rules' to generate the other sense. And such an approach

would be diÆcult to distinguish from a `unitarian expression approach'.

Gillon [1992; 1999] is explicitly an advocate of a senses approach, al-

though since he believes that the di�erent senses need each to be separately

entered it is diÆcult to distinguish his view from one where there are instead

a number of distinct words that are homographs. (Intuitively, light (be-

ing bright) and light (having little weight) are separate, identically-spelled

words. It is less clear that light (being faint) and light (being low-fat) are

separate words. But Gillon's scheme would represent the two cases in the

13 [Quine, 1960, p. 91�], [Davidson, 1967, fn. 9], [Parsons, 1970].
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same manner.) His idea is that there are `standard meanings' for nouns,

and these meanings will be marked with the syntactic feature +mass or

+count. There is usually more than one sense to a lexical item, and some-

times the di�erent senses will have di�ering +mass/+count markers|but

not as often as our examples might have suggested. For, Gillon would have

separate senses only in those cases where the di�erent senses have approx-

imately equal prominence in usage, and even then only when there is no

general rule by which one can be converted into the other. The major issue

becomes, then, one of giving a semantic interpretation of these syntactic

markers. It is not correct, he says, to say that +mass always is interpreted

as `the undi�erentiated stu�', because of the minimal parts problem. And

while one might wish to say that our language treats water as not having

minimal parts, it does not treat the mass noun furniture this way. Gillon

takes this as evidence that we should not treat water as being without

minimal parts, either. The idea is that grammar simply makes no claims

one way or the other about whether +mass entails homogeneity, and thus

requires a semantic interpretation of `don't know'|which in turn calls for

a consultation of world knowledge (done by means of a `pragmatics com-

ponent'). According to Gillon, there is also a partially productive process

of `coercion' back and forth from +count to +mass at the semantic level.

It is this process that makes it not be necessary to have entries for both

+count and +mass senses of nouns. Most times the basic one can be turned

into the other by means of these processes. However, to interpret the re-

sulting values of the derived mass/count markers will in turn call for more

pragmatics-guided interpretation.

Huddleston and Pullum's [2002, 334�] discussion of count vs. noncount

(as they prefer, claiming `mass' is not suitable for the full range of non-

count nouns, p. 340fn4) starts with the claim that `the count vs. noncount

distinction applies to senses or uses of nouns', and argues that these do not

characterize homographs but are merely di�erent senses of the same word.

They provide a number of relations that reliably give rise to paired count

and noncount senses, such as `servings of drink/food', `varieties', `food made

from', `event instantitation', etc. Their idea is that sometimes the count is

the `primary' sense, and sometimes the noncount is `primary', and there

are general principles in operation to generate the secondary from the pri-

mary meanings (and sometimes, to generate yet a tertiary sense from the

secondary). Their picture seems to be that these are syntactic features

which adhere to one or another of the senses of lexical items. Correlated

with these senses are also some semantic properties concerning countabil-

ity: count senses allow for individuation and counting; noncount terms are

uncountable, but there are various reasons for this uncountability. It may

be that they are homogeneous (like water), or it may be that they denote

a heterogeneous aggregate of parts (like underwear) and the `inherent un-

boundedness' comes from designating such an aggregate. (The reader will
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�nd a very interesting selection of examples and observations in this work,

which will repay careful attention.)

Koslicki [1999] also holds that nouns are semantically interpreted as pred-

icates. She would not have lexical entries entered more than once, but her

idea is that since each noun (pretty much) can �nd itself in a mass or a

count occurrence, and since it is idiosyncratic, she says, as to what sort of

relation there is between the mass and count sense of any noun, therefore

each noun should have both its mass meaning and its count meaning entered

as parts of the lexical item. The syntactic con�guration of the containing

sentence that a given noun �nds itself occupying will determine which of

the senses, mass or count, the noun has in that sentence; and the rules she

o�ers are of the sort that Gillon would be happy to use. However, unlike

Huddleston and Pullum, and unlike Gillon, Koslicki does not think that

there are any truly general productive relations between the two realms, so

that these relations cannot be captured by the sort of lexical rules that they

have in mind. Koslicki also thinks that predicates from the mass, the count,

and the plural realm all are true of the same bit of reality, and that `the

di�erence lies purely in our concepts, not in the actual objects referred to.'
[1999, p. 85, fn. 45].

In Verkuyl [1972], Ware [1975], Bunt [1981, Ch. 2] and sometimes in

Pelletier [1974, fn. 1], it is claimed that the notions count and mass are to

be applied to occurrences of expressions in a sentence. As mentioned above,

this entails that the individual lexical entries do not have any such feature in

their lexical representation, but rather than such classi�cations arise as the

expressions are seen to occur in longer sequences of words. (For this reason

it is probably better to say that it is the entire phrase an apple, rather than

the individual word apple, which occurs here as count.) Verkuyl's train of

argumentation started with considerations of verbal aspect, arguing that

there was no systematic account of (say) a durative aspect that attaches

to the lexical item play that would be able to account for these judgments:

The orchestra played from Schumann's cello concerto for hours.

* The orchestra played Schumann's cello concerto for hours.

The orchestra played in the music center for hours,

Instead, he claimed, the assignment of (non) durative has to be made to

the entire VP, and is a result of the interaction of the (meaning of the) verb,

the preposition, and the NP-complement. The argumentation was carried

out in a generative semantics framework, which had the e�ect of making the

features (count, mass, durative, etc.) be nodes on a syntactico-semantic

tree (on a par with nodes like NP, Determiner, VP, etc.). And the reasons he

wishes to ascribe count or mass to an NP seem a mixture of semantic prop-

erties of the referent and syntactic properties like co-occurrence restrictions.

Still, his reasoning could be re-applied with more modern assumptions to

yield justi�cation for an occurrence approach.
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Bunt [1981], in the localised discussion of his Chapter 2,14 wishes to as-

sign such phrases the syntactic marker +count or +mass. His procedure

here seems suspicious. He delineates a class of (syntactic) contexts like our

standard syntactic tests in which an occurrence is de�nitely said to be one

of either mass or count. For occurrences which do not get classi�ed by

these criteria (e.g. sentence (2) above), he applies this test: `if \E" can be

paraphrased by an expression \E1" in which [the expression in question]

occurs in such a syntactic con�guration that it can be classi�ed as a mass

(count) noun [occurrence], then [the expression] occurs as a mass (count)

noun [occurrence] in \E" on the reading \E1" ' [Bunt, 1981, p. 15]. And

in his [1979, p. 250] he says of such occurrences: `construct an expression

. . . which does contain such a criterion [as listed above] and in which the

noun is used in the same sense as in [the original]. The classi�cation ob-

tained from [this new construction] is also the classi�cation of the noun as

it occurs in [the original].' This seems questionable along three dimensions.

First, (as Bunt notes) it may not be possible to �nd any such construction.

Second (and more importantly) is there any reason to believe that a mass

use can never be paraphrased as a count use? If this can sometimes hap-

pen, then perhaps there are some so far unclassi�ed (but `really' mass) uses

which would be paraphrased (and hence classi�ed) as count. Third (and

we think most importantly), if it is an occurrence which is to be classi�ed,

the move to evaluating some other occurrence as mass or count would seem

to have little if any relevance to the enterprise. (Along these same lines,

compare the criticism in Pelletier [1975, pp. 9{10] of calling red a sortal ex-

pression.) Finally, we might note that this method is unmechanisable. How

would a parsing procedure ever discover the classi�cation of an occurrence

as mass or count? Certainly it is hard to imagine a mechanical procedure

which generates the required paraphrase and checks if it means the same as

the original!!

As the quotes from Bunt in the previous paragraph make clear, he would

want to assign a syntactic feature of +count or +mass to the individual

expression when it occurs in the appropriate type of context. It is not

exactly clear why he would want to do this since there are no syntactic

rules which can make use of such a feature.15 Since the syntactic clues

which can be used to classify the expression are exactly the ones for which

the information (+count or +mass) might be syntactically useful, it is not

obvious what is the reason for wanting to classify the noun at all. There

14But his �nal implementation in Chapter 18 is, as observed earlier, an `expression

approach'.
15In the actual implementation of his Chapter 18 there is a point to having the features

+count and +mass; namely, certain syntactic rules recognise various combinations of

expressions on this basis. Thus if apple is +count, then there will be a rule so that the

syntactic parser can recognise six apples as well-formed. But as we indicated earlier,

apple is marked +count already in the lexicon|this is an `expression approach' rather

than the `occurrence approach' being advocated in his Chapter 2.
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may be a reason to classify the entire phrase, if there were some rules which

were sensitive to a phrase's being +count or +mass, but not the expression

itself.16 One might wonder whether there could be any syntactic reason for

classifying an entire phrase +count or +mass; that is, could there by any

syntactic rules which make use of an entire phrase's being so classi�ed, but

not on whether an individual expression is so classi�ed? Possibly rules like

plural agreement with a verb phrase, but Bunt's grammar does not make use

of features such as +mass/+count when applied to entire phrases. Instead

the rules are entirely semantic in their e�ect, forcing a certain (semantic)

interpretation on certain combinations.

Ware [1975] proposes an `occurrence approach' according to which one

can sometimes (semantically) determine that a phrase is either a mass or

count. His tests have to do with `what sort of evidence we recognise as

being relevant to the truth of falsity of the sentence'. Thus our sentence

(1) would be counted false if less than one apple were added to the salad

or possibly if three-quarters each of two apples were added.17 Such a test

should make the occurrence of an apple in (1) be semantically count. Ware

is very wary of this test however. He thinks that (almost?) every occur-

rence can be taken to be mass or to be count, because there are (normal!)

circumstances which classify it each way. And indeed, he claims, for a vast

number of circumstances the speakers simply do not have any intentions one

way or the other. The main point of his paper is to show that no `pragmatic

approach'|one based on speaker's intentions, beliefs, and desires|will suf-

�ce to characterise the distinction. Nonetheless, he believes that there is

really a distinction there.

Let us return now to an evaluation of which of the various `approaches'

outlined above seems best to account for the mass/count phenomena. At

the outset we should say that we think that a completely-worked-out gram-

mar and semantics (perhaps even a computer program) which used the

mass/count dichotomy in any one of the above-mentioned ways would con-

vince us that that was the preferred way to view the dichotomy, so long as it

was `suÆciently elegant' and provided `insight' into the observed syntactic,

semantic, and (perhaps) pragmatic phenomena. However, we are not in that

position; rather, we have some grammars and semantics which are incom-

pletely worked out (e.g. [Montague, 1973; Bennett, 1977; ter Meulen, 1980;

Chierchia, 1982a; L�nning, 1987; Higginbotham, 1994]) and some proposals

which are little more than hints toward a semantic theory (e.g. [Quine, 1960;

16Except for semantic reasons having to do with how to translate the sentence in

question: but then +count and +mass would not be syntactic features. Such features

ought to be marked as being part of the semantics of the expression; a syntactic feature

is one which determines the syntactic properties of an expression|and that means that

they should be used in some syntactic rules.
17Ware is quick to point out however that this test is highly context-dependent. In

certain contexts, putting in half each from two apples might count as putting in an apple,

but putting in half each from three apples would not.
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Cartwright, 1965; Cartwright, 1970; Parsons, 1970; Burge, 1972; Moravcsik,

1973; Pelletier, 1974; Laycock, 1975; Link, 1981; Roeper, 1983; Moltmann,

1998; Koslicki, 1999]). The only implemented grammar we know if is [Bunt,

1981], and we do not feel that it satis�es the `elegance' and `insight' crite-

ria adequately (see also L�nning [1989]). Thus we hope to be excused for

an a priori statement of what appears to be the most intuitively satisfying

account of the dichotomy.

Short of writing a complete grammar and semantics for all the mass/count

phenomena, what evidence can be brought to bear on which of the above

`approaches' we should take? It seems to us that the following evidence

is relevant. Later, in discussing various of the speci�c proposals, we shall

marshal further evidence in the form of various classes of sentences; here we

merely list and discuss overall features of the language.

1. The various criteria pro�ered for distinguishing count and mass

expressions or occurrences (syntactic criteria, semantic criteria,

pragmatic criteria) di�er in how they classify.

2. Within the same language, one and the same object can be referred

to by means of an (apparent) count expressions or an (apparent) mass

expression.

3. (Almost?) every expression which can be used in one of the mass or

count ways can be used in the other way.

4. For a great number of occurrences, one cannot tell whether it is being

used in a count manner or in a mass manner.

5. Languages di�er in what entities are referred to by their (alleged) mass

expressions.

6. The role of +count and +mass as syntactic features or classi�cations

is either non-existent or at least very slight.

With respect to (1), that our di�erent criteria classify di�erently, we might

note that syntactic criteria (occurrence with numerals, etc.) make thing and

object be count whereas the semantic criteria (cumulativity and divisiveness)

make them be mass. And this is only the tip of the iceberg, for di�erent

versions of the semantic criteria will make one and the same expression

or occurrence be mass or count. Under some versions of divisiveness, for

example, unicorn in mass (since every `part' of a unicorn is a unicorn|

there are no parts) whereas under other versions it is count. Similarly, some

tables are made of smaller tables; a tree branch can consist of smaller tree

branches; some animals live symbiotically; and lumps of coal can be counted

but also divided into smaller lumps of coal. Although he was talking about

the notion of a sortal expression, [Feldman, 1973] is an excellent source
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of counterexamples to the claim that the di�erent criteria amount to the

same classi�cation. This seems to indicate that we should choose one of

the criteria as our touchstone and not try to use a variety in concert. Thus

Bunt's [1981, Ch. 2] method of setting up syntactic criteria to separate some

mass from some count occurrences and then using a semantic paraphrase

relation to �nd others, would be ruled out.18 Such a method would be

bound to cross-classify expressions.

A part of the problem is that the paraphrase test cannot work if point

(2) is correct in holding that the same entity can be referred to in a count or

in a mass manner. For, if (2) were true then a paraphrase could go in either

direction. But point (2) is true. Consider whether there is really any para-

phrase di�erence between much more data and many more data, between

much more justi�cation and many more justi�cations, between much more

groceries and many more groceries, between too much blues and too many

blues, between lots of kindness and many kindnesses, or between a lot of

di�erence and many di�erences. Many times we have di�erent words which

refer to the same thing where one is mass and the other count. It seems to

us that there is simply no semantic or pragmatic fact which could be used

to account for the belief that, in the following list, the former are mass and

the latter count. There just is no di�erence [and no di�erences] between

change and coins, between clothing and clothes, between shit and turds, be-

tween footwear and shoes, between furniture and furnishings, between fuzz

and cops, or between gin and orange juice and orange blossoms which could

be used.19 And as further evidence that no account which appeals to `what

the expression is about' can be correct, we might point to the fact that even

when two expressions refer to the same material in what (naively) seems the

same way, one might be count and the other mass. Knowledge is mass, belief

count; success is mass, failure count; fruit is mass, vegetable count; garlic is

mass, onion count; baklava is mass, brownie count; spaghetti is mass, noodle

count; u is mass, cold count; rice is mass, bean count.

But the cross-pervasiveness of mass and of count goes even further. In
[Pelletier, 1975] a `universal grinder' was proposed: into one end is inserted

18Not that he really used it anyway. As we have seen, he takes an `expression approach'

in his actual grammar of Chapter 18. And even in the theoretical discussion of Chapter 2,

he is willing to allow the semantic criteria to override his syntactic criteria. For example,

he claims that being preceded by \an expression like `a dozen', `a gross"' [1981, p. 14]

establishes a count occurrence. So in a dozen eggs or a gross of wieners, eggs and wieners

are +count. Yet in a ream of paper, paper is supposed to be + mass. Similarly, when

faced with I have a great admiration for Bette, he retracts the natural attribution of

+count status to admiration on the grounds that is is paraphrasable as I have much

admiration for Bette, in which he thinks|for whatever reason|admiration occurs in a

+mass manner.
19Di�erences there are, for instance change seems to be money in coin form (compare

ancient Roman coins with ?ancient Roman change); but none seem to be relevant to the

count/mass distinction. These examples, and the ones following, are culled from [Ware,

1975] and [McCawley, 1975].
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an object of which some count expression is true, and from the other end

spews forth the �nely-ground matter of which it is composed. So a hat is

entered into the grinder and after a few minutes there is hat all over the

oor. This is so in spite of the fact that we could have also said that there

is felt all over the oor, using an `ordinary' mass expression. Examples like

this show that many count expressions can be seen to already have within

them a mass sense or a mass use.20 Universal objecti�ers also come to mind,

converting sm �nely silted mud into a �ne mud (cf. [Pelletier, 1975, p. 6]

following Richard Grandy; and [Bunt, 1981, p. 11]). Any stu� for which

there are standard portions used for whatever purposes will immediately

become counti�ed: three beers, an ice cream, an entertainment, etc. To top

this o�, there seems to always be a count sense (or use) for every (alleged)

mass expression M which means kind of M .

We now turn our attention to those cases wherein it seems unlikely that

either mass or count is even intended by a speaker. Consider the italicised

nouns in their uses here21

I want more eggs

Some people like data better than theory

While in prison, Lee felt at home only when he was in (the)

hospital

The water meter reader hit the snow man which held the tape

recorder

Lee ran into the brick wall while she was sniÆng nose drops

Sandy worried about the justi�cation for the diÆculty

I like smelt (Beethoven/candy/etc.)

We think that one would be hard pressed to �nd criteria according to which

one would want to call any of these italicised expressions either count or

mass in these uses. Perhaps the best one can do is look to the commu-

nicative intensions of the speaker; perhaps the speaker wants whole, entire

eggs, and perhaps that makes eggs count. Perhaps the speaker believes that

there is some one, particular justi�cation|making justi�cation count. Per-

haps generally, speakers distinguish individualising (counting) and amassing

(measuring). When they individualise, the expression being used is count

(regardless of how it may appear to an outsider) and when they amass, the

expression used is mass (regardless of how it might otherwise appear). But

even this concession to pragmatics seems insuÆcient, for it is just not true

20Similar remarks have been made by [Gleason, 1965, pp. 136{137] and [Sampson,

1975, pp. 546{547]. Various people have also pointed out that certain expressions, such

as hole, number, pore, dilemma, sky, noun, etc. do not seem susceptible to the grinder.

See the discussion in [Pelletier, 1975, pp. 6{7] and [Ware, 1975, p. 19].
21These examples are from [Ware, 1975] who gives many other reasons to believe that

there may just be nothing, whether in the utterance or in the speaker's mind, to determine

whether an occurrence is mass or count.
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that we use so-called count expressions when individualising and so-called

mass terms when we are not. As Ware [1975, pp. 26{27] puts the point

. . . we can use a count noun for beans without individualising

and a mass noun for toast while individualising. When we use

`consideration' and `di�erence' as count nouns or as mass nouns

there is no reason to believe that we are either counting or mea-

suring. In some contexts it is not appropriate to ask whether we

are talking about it as stu� or as things . . .

When I ask what the justi�cation was for something, I can be

totally devoid of intentions that involve individualising or amass-

ing, and there is no need to answer either in terms of a justi-

�cation or in terms of justi�cation . . . If one Beethoven sonata

was played and I say that I liked the Beethoven I don't have to

be either using a count noun or a mass noun, or individualising

or amassing. That is something that may not be determined

by my communication intentions, thus leaving a communicative

gap. There can be a communicative gap with respect to mass

and count occurrences when I say that I like smelt. I don't have

to determine whether it is the stu� or the things.

Along these same lines, both the National Broadcasting Corporation (USA)

and the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation news, in reporting [July 11,

1984] on the devastation caused by a tornado in Ohio, used the phrases

count the damage and count up the damage more than once. It seems clear

that there are no intentions on the part of the newscasters to be amassing

damage and then counting it (them?), nor individuating the damage(s?)

and then amassing the sum.

Obviously, if in the same language the same physical reality can be re-

ferred to by means of an (alleged) mass and an (alleged) count noun, then

one should expect that di�erent languages will use the distinction di�erently.

One expects that some languages will describe some stu� by means of a

mass noun whereas another language will do it by means of a count noun.22

Sharvy has already been seen to state that Chinese has only mass nouns

(whereas, ordinarily, we see English as having both); and Whorf claims

that Hopi only has count nouns. Even within the same language family,

we see that English dandru� is normally taken as +mass while French les

pelliules is +count; English furniture is +mass while French les meubles is

+count; English dish(es) is +count while French la vaisselle is +mass. We

doubt that the French do anything di�erent with their dishes or furniture

22Of course, we have also o�ered evidence that everything can be referred to by ei-

ther a mass or a count noun even in the same language. But this sometimes calls for

non-ordinary measures, such as a universal grinder. Here we just point to ordinary cir-

cumstances.
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than do the English, nor do we think that they conceive of them di�erently.

Other examples from many di�erent languages and language groups come

to mind, but we take the point as having been clearly made by just these

few examples.

We wish now to consider whether a grammar for English should have

+mass and +count as syntactic categories or syntactic features. This means

that we shall look to whether there is any syntactic construction which

makes use of such information in combining simpler expressions together

to form larger ones. Corresponding to our `expression approaches' is the

view that lexical items are in some way marked +mass or +count, and

this information is used to rule in or rule out (as syntactically well formed)

some longer expressions.23 Corresponding to our `(syntactic) occurrence

approach' is the view that longer stretches of text, for instance complete

noun phrases, can be seen as +count or +mass (but this information is not

due to the embedded noun's being count or mass). Here, certain properties

of the embedded parts (e.g. a determiner each) might force the entire noun

phrase to be marked +count, but have no e�ect on the head noun itself. But,

of course, to be a syntactic occurrence approach, this information +count

must be used in describing syntactic well-formedness of some still larger

part|e.g. a sentence.

For these two types of approaches, di�erent evidence is relevant. The

expression approach will try to use such evidence as: man is +count and

therefore a man, each man, few men [+plural], etc. are well formed; fur-

thermore �sm man, �much man, �an amount of man are not well formed.

The occurrence approach will instead wish to focus on evidence relating an

entire noun phrase to the rest of the sentence. They will say that, since a

man and the man in the room are +count, they can be pluralised and this

allows for plural agreement with the verb phrase. Since much water and

little wine, etc. are +mass they cannot be pluralised.

Part of the reason for constructing universal grinders and objecti�ers, for

considering `kind of' meanings for mass terms, and generally for inspecting

a wide range of sentences of the sort that we have considered, is to convince

one that there is no point to an expression approach. Every noun|even hole

and pore|sometimes occurs in noun phrases which we would intuitively call

+mass. And every noun sometimes occurs in noun phrases we would intu-

itively call +count.24 It simply seems that there is no construction to be

23We do not consider those cases where this +mass or +count information is used

to choose one or another `interpretations' of the longer expression. That use of

+mass/+count is semantic, and then these features would not be syntactic. We are

here interested in their usefulness as syntactic features, determining whether the longer

expression is syntactically well-formed.
24Try it once again: He has more book than bookshelf, This site has more hole than

building, She's all woman, What a hunk of man, \Donald Macdonald, six feet �ve inches'

worth of Toronto lawyer, . . . " [MacLean's, 24 Jan. 1983], A �ne wine is a joy to drink,

Prairie artists like to put lots of sky in their pictures, He claims to be caught on the
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ruled out by treating mass/count as features of lexical entries. Doesn't this

provide a strong reason for discounting the (syntactic) expression approach,

of any variety? Well, perhaps one could argue as follows in its favour. The

normal usage of book, bookshelf, hold, building, woman, man, lawyer, sky,

dilemma, and the like (cf. the last note), have been `stretched'. This kind

of stretched or extended use ought to be distinguished from ordinary use.

If we do not make a distinction generally, we will in other cases be forced

to deny, say, a noun/verb distinction due to such examples as The weasel

treed the squirrel for the kill, Leslie tricycled down the driveway, or Kim

doorknobbed Sandy (Kim is a practical joker who rigs doorknobs to deliver

electrical shocks).25 Rather than concluding that tricycle and doorknob dou-

ble as verbs, or even that there is no noun/verb distinction but rather only

a `predicate' category, we perhaps ought to say that strictly, or convention-

ally, tricycle and doorknob are nouns, not verbs, and that there are rules

for `stretching the lexicon'|lexical extension rules|which enable us to use

nouns as verbs unconventionally. In such a view of the lexicon, the lexical

extension rules would tell us something bout how to use (and how not to

use) the semantic translation (and meaning postulates, and contingent prop-

erties) associated with the lexical entry. For example, knowing that Sandy

doorknobbed Kim and Leslie tricycled involve a verb obtained by extension

from a noun, tells us that we cannot just translate these as Doorknob0(s,

k) or as Tricycle0(l), but rather that the `derived verb' translates as some-

thing like `x does something to y involving a doorknob', etc. Note that this

requires that we specify the conventional classi�cation of the term in the

lexicon. So, if one wishes to hold on to the syntactic expression approach,

the onus is put on the theory to come up with the lexical extension rules

which convert mass nouns (in the lexicon) to `derived' count nouns, and

rules which convert lexical count nouns to `derived' mass nouns. We think

that there is some promise in such a view and will investigate it further at

the end of this paper. Some of the remarks of Huddleston and Pullum [2002]

and Gillon [1992] that we surveyed above also seem to point in this direc-

tion. For now we shall continue with the other approaches to mass/count

nouns.

Regardless of what one thinks about the dispute over the syntactic ex-

pression approach states in the last paragraph, the arguments against it do

not tell against the (syntactic) occurrence approach. In the examples the

last footnote, such an approach says, we wish to call more book, bookshelf,

hole, building|taken as entire noun phrases, not just the lexical entries|

+mass; and we wish to call a �ne wine and a joy to drink +count. This

horns of a dilemma but I see no horns nor much dilemma in his situation. Given the

all-pervasiveness of such constructions, why would one wish to posit that book, bookshelf,

hole, building, woman, man, lawyer, sky, dilemma are +count; or posit that wine and

joy are +mass?
25Cf. [Clark and Clark, 1979].
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judgement is not due to the lexical nouns' being so marked, but rather is a

function of such subparts as more, a, etc.

There is something right and something wrong with this suggestion.

What is right is that the interpretation of the entire constructions more

book and a book, or white wine and a �ne wine will be di�erent in `mas-

sisness'. There really is a di�erence in interpretation|which di�erence is

perhaps called a mass/count di�erence. What we deny is that it ever plays

a role in well-formedness. In the occurrence approach, what restriction

does the alleged +mass or +count feature of the noun phrase supply in

determining whether any longer stretch of language is well-formed? Two

possibilities have been suggested. One is pluralisation and the related claim

of verb agreement. The other is as direct object of a verb phrase. But these

are spurious. A grammar already has a [NUMBER] feature, necessary for

distinguishing singular from plural within so-called +count noun phrases.

If the so-called +mass noun phrases are marked as singular, the pluralisa-

tion and verb agreement automatically works without recourse to any extra

+mass feature. Above we discussed Verkuyl, Hoepelman and ter Meulen,

about the interaction of certain verbs and their direct objects. It will be

recalled that their claim was that any verb can take a direct object of either

+mass or +count, but that the interpretations will be di�erent (yielding a

process or an achievement as an interpretation). Thus the feature is not

necessary as a syntactic marker|it would rule out nothing. Rather it is a

semantic feature instructing us on how to interpret the result of an inter-

pretation of certain constructions.

We conclude, then, that there is no rule of syntax which can be seen

as necessitating features or classi�cations like +count or +mass. The best

that can be said is that one way of looking at such matters as language

change by lexical extension might be easier to express with a mass/count

expression approach. And the view which is suggested by this would have

us assign `usual' mass/count to the lexical items and attempt to state a

variety of lexical extension rules. Any of the syntactic approaches|the

various expression approaches and the syntactic occurrence approach|have

this diÆculty, though: since no syntactic construction is ruled out by their

presence or absence, it seems incorrect to call them syntactic. (However,

the `extension' approach suggested above can claim to rule out mass uses

of count nouns, such as There was hat all over the oor, and count uses of

mass terms such as A u�y snow fell, re-admitting them only at a `semi-

grammatical' level though the lexical extension rules).

In this section we have canvassed a number of ways that the mass/count

distinction might be drawn, and (some of) the consequences each way has

in trying to construct an overall grammar-semantics for a natural language.

There are a number of ways we might tabulate the various moves that can

be made, some more illuminating than others. Here is one way of tabulating

our discussion.
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The mass/count distinction might be drawn as a distinction of

1. syntax

(a) all nouns26 have the same lexical marking [unitarian expression

approaches]

i. all nouns are +count (�rst-order logic, Whorf's Hopi)

ii. all nouns are +mass (Sharvy, Chinese)

(b) some nouns are +count and others +mass

i. the `dual life' nouns are always +count (Bunt, Ch. 18) [uni-

tarian expression approach]

ii. the `dual life' ones are always +mass [unitarian expression

approach]

iii. some `dual life' ones are +count, others are +mass, but each

has exactly one representation (Gillon, Huddleston and Pul-

lum) [unitarian expression approach]

iv. the `dual life' ones are to be represented twice in the lexicon

(Quirk, Quine) [dual expression approach]

(c) no (lexical nouns are +count or +mass, but only longer noun

phrases (Bunt, Ch. 2)[(syntactic) occurrence approach]27

2. semantics28

(a) +mass and +count distinguish between di�erent senses of a lexi-

cal entry (Pelletier [1975], McCawley, Koslicki) [senses approach]

(b) +mass and +count are not semantic properties of lexical items,

but of longer phrases [(semantic) occurrence approach] (Verkuyl,

Ware, Pelletier [1974])

26We restrict our discussion here to nouns, but this general classi�cation of approaches

is wider than that. One could put in here the names of all categories for which one thinks

a mass/count distinction appropriate.
27We note that under certain theories of grammar, e.g. generalised phrase structure

grammar of Gazdar et al. [1985], this is not possible. Any head feature (other than

`bar level') of a node is inherited downward by the daughter node which is the `head'.

In the present example, a Noun Phrase marked +mass would have the feature +mass

transmitted to the daughter Noun node (by their `head feature convention'). Perhaps

this is just a counter-example to the head feature convention.
28Although many of the Group 1 theorists also attribute mass/count to senses of ex-

pressions, because they employ these features as well-formedness constraints, we classify

them as syntactic expression approaches. For, the entry in the lexicon would be the

expression with the count/mass marking of its `primary sense', and there would be fur-

ther lexical processes that operate on this expression to give rise to di�ering count/mass

markings.
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3. pragmatics|the mass/count distinction is neither a matter of syntac-

tic well-formedness nor a description of the semantic representations

(or what they are true of), but rather to be accounted for by the

intentions, etc. of the speaker. (What Ware argues against.)

Conclusion to this section: if there were any syntactic rules which used

+mass or +count, then this would call either for some expression approach

or for a syntactic occurrence approach, and what is (and isn't) mass or

count would be dictated by these rules. In this case it seems unlikely that

any `across-the-board unitarian' approach will work, since there are just

too many di�erent ways expressions will be converted in syntactically dif-

ferent circumstances; there seems to be no general procedure underlying the

conversions. Rather, what's called for is some `unitarian' approach which

appeals to `normal' usage, and has lexical extension rules of various sorts, as

in (1.b.iii). It still might seem unlikely that such an approach will work but

it might be given a chance, as we shall do later in this paper. If no unitar-

ian approach works, perhaps we should favour a `dual expression' approach?

No, this would be a pointless proliferation of lexical entries; and if we can

avoid it, so much the better. There seems to be little motivation for any of

the rules one can think of that might use +mass or +count, except possibly

for the formation of noun phrases (or maybe other nouns) from nouns. But

even these putative rules do not seem to do any work; nor do the rules

which would motivate a syntactic occurrence approach. So we would be

left with either a `senses approach', a `semantic occurrences approach', or a

`pragmatic approach'. There seems to be no point in having di�erent senses

of lexical entries|it leads only to a proliferation of items in the lexicon.

And in any case what we are interested in is the overall interpretation of

the sentences, not in the interpretation of individual words of the sentence

(except insofar as they aid in the overall interpretation). But there just is

no semantic rule which requires information about the mass or count status

of a constituent to compute that information about the entire noun phrase

of which it is a part. We take Ware's critique of `pragmatic approaches'

to be decisive|most times there is nothing that the speaker has in mind

which would allow us to classify the use of a noun phrase as either +count

or +mass. Hence we are left with an occurrence approach which takes entire

noun phrases as being the bearers of the properties mass and count, and

treats them as semantic properties of that noun phrase without comment

on whether they have any semantic correlate in the individual lexical items

involved. At the end of this paper we shall consider two theories for mass

nouns: a syntactic expression approach which appeals to lexical extension

rules and a semantic occurrence approach. These two theories seem to us

to be the only viable alternatives to the puzzles about mass terms.
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A HISTORY OF PROPOSALS FOR MASS TERMS29

Di�erent theorists, focusing on di�erent types of examples, have come to

di�erent conclusions as to what the `semantics' of mass expressions is and

what the `logical form' of sentences containing mass expressions is. In the

earliest of these, Quine [1960, pp. 97{98], when considering sentences like

This puddle is water

says

We can view the mass term in these contexts as general terms,

reading `is water' . . . as `is a bit of water' . . . In general a mass

term in predicative position may be viewed as a general term

which is true of each portion of the stu� in question, excluding

only the parts too small to count.

The reason for the restriction on size is the view that for every mass term

(e.g. water) there are parts of it (in the ordinary sense of `part') of which

the mass term is not true (e.g. the individual molecules of water). However,

when focusing on examples like

Water is liquid

Quine says (p. 98)

. . . the mass term is much on a par with the singular term of

`Mama is big' . . . A mass term used in subject position di�ers

none from such singular terms as `mama' . . . , unless the scat-

tered stu� that it names be denied the status of a single sprawl-

ing object.

This proposal has been criticised in a number of writings. Burge [1972]

remarks that the proposal is incomplete in that it does not assign a role to

snow in

Sandy threw snow on Kim

Burge thinks it natural to assign snow here the status of a singular term,

but then points out that it would give the wrong truth conditions under the

assumption that Sandy did not throw the totality of snow on Kim. Bunt
[1981, p. 27] recommends instead that this be treated as a position calling

for the predicative interpretation of snow.

Pelletier [1974] pointed out that various logical properties of the reg-

imented versions do not correspond to the natural language from which

they were derived. For example, letting W be the predicate is water, w be

the singular term water, and p name this puddle, the argument

29The discussion of this section generally follows the more detailed critiques of [Pel-

letier, 1974] and [Bunt, 1981, Chapter 3].
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This puddle is water, water is wet, therefore this puddle is wet

would be regimented as

W (p), WET(w), therefore WET(p)

which is invalid. Furthermore, sentences like `Water is water' and `Dirty wa-

ter is water' cannot be shown to be analytic without further speci�cation of

a relation between the predicate and the constant. (Roeper [1983] remarks

that the simple examples under consideration could have been handled by

merely de�ning syllogistic-like rules of evaluation, since nothing seems to

turn on the use of predication. To guarantee that we need something essen-

tially stronger than syllogistic rules, we need to consider multiple quanti�ers

and relations, as in Some water is denser than all alcohol.)

The reason for the diÆculties is that `one must treat mass terms as being

either predicates or individual constants but not both, on pain of failing

to account for the logical relations binding di�erent sentential occurrences

together' [Burge, 1972, p. 267]. (Some diÆculties for this claim are raised

by [Factor, 1975], who alleges that there are some sentences whose logical

form requires both). Of course these diÆculties could be gotten around if

one added a `meaning postulate' of the following sort for each mass term

(where `<' is the mereological `part of' relation, M is the mass predicate,

and m is the corresponding mass singular term).

For all x;M(x) i� x < m

but the `minimal parts' view of mass terms prevents this from being ac-

ceptable, for it does not hold from right-to-left. And the other direction is

insuÆcient, by itself, for avoidance of the logical diÆculties.

Moravcsik [1973] gives two mereological approaches which attempt to

treat all syntactic positions as referring to mereological wholes. The idea

behind one of these approaches is (p. 283)

For any mass term `F ', to say `x is F ' is to say that `x' is a part

of that part of F that has the structural properties SP .

So, F -sp is that part of the mereological whole F which happens to have the

appropriate structural properties (perhaps having to do with size) relevant

to being F . It too is a mereological entity: Water-sp would be the restricted

mereological whole made up by all water-parts of at least the size of a

molecule. To say that something is water would be to say that it is a part

of Water-sp. The `puddle puzzle' is then analysed as (water, in subject

position, retains its role as denoting the entire water totality):

p < Water-sp

Water-sp < Water

Water < Wet-sp

therefore, p < Wet-sp
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Given the transitivity of `<', the argument is valid. However, the proposal

does not account for the analyticity of `Water is water', which would come

out

Water < Water-sp

which is false under the proposal. Perhaps the thing to do here is eliminate

the proposal that subject terms get the unrestrictedWater, but rather assign

them Water-sp.

But this proposal is not well conceived in any case. Suppose we are

given that a < water-sp, for example that a is a certain mereological entity

like a single water molecule. Since it is such an entity, it has parts|atoms,

perhaps. Maybe b is one such atom, so b < a. but now given the transitivity

of `<', it follows that b <Water-sp, contrary to the intended interpretation.

As Bunt [1981, p. 30], from whom this criticism is taken, puts it

Generally speaking, the notion of a mereological object having

as parts only those entities that have certain properties SP is

not a well-de�ned notion.

Moravcsik's second version of mereology consists in leaving the mass ex-

pression denotations untouched|the remain the entire mereological entity|

but in putting the SP-restrictions into the part-whole relation. For

every mass term M , with structural properties SP(m), a part-whole re-

lation <sp(m) is introduced. So sentences like `a is M ' get represented as

`a <sp(m) M '. Such a proposal perhaps accounts for the analyticity of

`Water is water'

W <sp(w) W

and perhaps also for the analyticity of `Dirty water is water' (although this

last is far from certain)

D �W <sp(w) W

where D �W is the `overlap' of the mereological wholes Dirty and Water. (It

is unclear because we do not know whether an overlap will retain the SP's

of the wholes.) However, it fails as an attempt to solve the `puddle puzzle'

p <sp(w) W

W <sp(wet) WET

therefore, p <sp(wet) WET

is not a valid argument because there is no uniform `<' relation to attribute

transitivity to.

Bunt [1979; 1981] endorses a fully mereological account called `Ensemble

Theory' for the interpretation of mass expressions. There are a number

of nice details of the overall theory having to do with its integration of

mereological entities and set theoretic constructs, but these are perhaps
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not germane to the present discussion.30 Instead we concentrate on the

proposals speci�c to the interpretation of mass expressions.

We have seen that adopting the Quinean `minimal parts view' (which

says that for each mass expression M there is a lower size limit less than

which M does not apply, even though there may be parts of M -things

which are smaller) has led the Moravcsik position to impossibility. How

then, one might ask, does Bunt's Ensemble Theory avoid these problems?

Quite simply, he denies the minimal parts view. Of course, he does not deny

that it is a scienti�c truth that, e.g. water has such a minimal size. But, he

says, this is not reected in our linguistic usage.

. . . mass nouns provide the possibility of talking about things

as if they do not consist of discrete parts. . . Since we are deal-

ing with the construction of a linguistic semantic theory, which

should only account for linguistic facts, . . . we take the view-

point that a linguistic semantic theory should take into account

that the use of a mass noun is a way of talking about things

as if they were homogeneous masses, i.e. as having some part-

whole structure but without singling out any particular parts

and without any commitments concerning the existence of min-

imal parts . . .We believe that . . .mass nouns are semantically

di�erent from count nouns. The di�erence is not in the structure

of the entities that mass nouns and count nouns refer to, but in

the way in which they refer to them. (pp. 47{48)

Similar views can be found in various authors, e.g. [ter Meulen, 1980, pp.

67{ 68], [Cartwright, 1970], [Cook, 1975], [L�nning, 1987], [Ojeda, 1993],

and Higginbotham [1994]. Roeper [1983], Moltmann [1998], and Koslicki
[1999] also seem at least sympathetic to the view. but we should ask, is

this really true? Is the homogeneous reference principle plausible? Bunt

mentions apparent counterexamples

. . . like `furniture', `footwear', and `computing equipment', [about

which] it is unlikely that any speaker would really believe that

the mass noun refers to something non-discrete.

So it is not true that speakers have no beliefs in the matter. One might say

that the discovery of water molecules is a `late development' in language, and

so should not be counted as within the domain of semantics. But it seems

clear that even in Urlanguage `furniture' was a mass term of which all users

knew there were minimal parts. Mellema [1981, p. 170] insists that these

30However, on issues having to do with the completeness of theories which merge set

theoretic constructs (that is, sets [or predicates] which contain [or are true of] discrete

individuals, or mereological entities with `atoms') with pure mereology, see [Hendry,

1982]. Some comments are also in [Roeper, 1983].
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cases are very rare. It is not clear whether this is true. . . such a claim surely

would call for a large-scale study across languages. . . and even if it is true,

it is not at all clear why it should be relevant. As noted above, Huddleston

and Pullum [2002] distinguished two types of `unbounded reference': one

that is truly divisive and for which the homogeneous reference principle

holds (words like water and gold) and another that is aggregate-like (words

like crockery and furniture). So how is this to be accommodated here? The

answer is that Bunt constructs a `multi level semantics' according to which

the distinction between the two types of mass expressions is reected after

the `purely' semantic interpretation. In the `purely' semantic interpretation

of sentences, there is no di�erence|other than which constants to use|

between sentences containing water and those containing furniture; they

are both interpreted as having nominal entities. Indeed, the whole issue

of what ensemble theory constants have minimal parts and which do not

is viewed as not being an issue for `pure' semantics, but rather for some

later stage of interpretation. Apparently this is because such a distinction

is viewed as generally being a matter which calls for `information about the

world', and hence is not `purely' semantic. We have a certain sympathy for

this view of `multi stage' interpretation of sentences|although we would

not like to call it all `semantics'.31 But we think that this general view of

semantics should not interpret mass terms as mereological wholes but rather

as predicates (at the level of nouns) and as abstract kinds (at the level of

bare noun phrases). We shall later outline such a position.

Other theorists to make use of a mereological theory are [Burge, 1972],

Cartwright (at least once, in [1975]), [Cocchiarella, 1976], [Roeper, 1983],
[L�nning, 1987] and [Higginbotham, 1994]. Burge takes the denotation of

a mass expression, e.g. gold, to be the fusion (in the sense of the calculus

of individuals) of the set of elements which are gold. A fusion of a set of

elements is itself an individual of the same ontological type as the elements

themselves were. This is obviously the same as the mereological wholes

used in other theories, and gives us another way of de�ning them in terms

of the entities which satisfy some predicate like `is gold'. In his [1975], Burge

argues against a form of a predicative approach to mass terms, which he

calls the relational account. Most of his arguments have to do with the

fact that on the relational account of mass terms, the basic individuals are

stages of objects. In this account, sentences like

This ring is now gold

are represented as

Gold (r, now)

31See [Schubert and Pelletier, 1982].
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Below we shall discuss [Chierchia, 1982a], which in this respect anyway is

a relational account of mass terms; Grandy's [1975] theory is also along these

lines. Burge's own theory he calls the C-account because the relationship

between the basic objects and mass terms is one of Constitution. ([Higgin-

botham, 1994] follows this also.) The above sentence would be represented

as

(9x)(Gold(x)&C(x; r; now):

In this paper the favoured account is given as predicational (mass terms

are predicates true of certain bits of stu�s), but we presume that it would

be merged with the [1972] account of the denotation of mass substance

names as fusions. (An approach also followed in [Higginbotham, 1994].)

One immediate diÆculty with this C-account is in the representation of

sentences which are not asserting a relation of constitution, such as

Rice is food.

In [Cartwright, 1975] it is suggested that mass terms like water by them-

selves denote the natural kind or substance water. All other occurrences

of mass terms in sentences are to be reduced to this kind by means of a

translation using an amount function on the quantities of the substance.

So predicative mass term occurrences use an amount function which takes

sets of quantities into a set of linearly ordered `applied amounts'. As in

Moravcsik, the basic unit of the measurement of the amount is dependent

on the structural properties of the substance in question. This account of

the denotation of mass expressions is criticised by ter Meulen [1980, pp.

52{53] on the grounds that it confuses `which item is constituted by what'

and `what item has an amount'. But many of the details of Cartwright's

account are adopted by ter Meulen (in [1980, Ch. 3]).

Cocchiarella [1976, p. 212] analyses mass terms in their occurrences that

designate natural kinds of stu� as mereological sums, which, as in [Burge,

1972] are `derived' from predicative mass expressions. A similar approach

is taken in [Higginbotham, 1994], for which see below. These nominalised

predicates (except when occurring in identity statements) refer to some ob-

ject or thing correlated with the concept of properties designated by these

same predicates in a predicative position. So Cocchiarella distinguishes in-

dividuals that are `concept-correlates' from individuals that are ordinary

objects. In his [1978] he gives a formal account of how the logical syn-

tax of such a second-order system goes. Cocchiarella allows nominalised

mass terms to denote individuals that can be values of free variables, but

they cannot be values of bound variables, and hence cannot be quantities of

the same substance they designate. So although the substance water is an

individual just as quantities of water are, only the quantities can have is wa-

ter predicated of them; the concept-correlate|that which is designated by

the nominalised predicate water|cannot. So we have here another version
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of Quine's `dual approach', only now we can explicitly de�ne the singu-

lar term occurrences by means of the predicative occurrences. ter Meulen
[1980, p. 55] mentions that the mereological interpretation of the nomi-

nalised predicates is not essential to the proposal, and for her own part has

it denote something quite di�erent. Both of these authors, Cocchiarella and

ter Meulen, believe that far from being analytic, such sentences as

Water is water

are not even well formed, since a concept-correlate (the denotation of a

nominalised predicate) cannot be in the extension of itself taken as a pred-

icate.32 We disagree with this judgement, and our own theory will count it

as analytic. (See below.)

Parsons [1970] o�ers a view according to which every occurrence of a

mass noun is taken as a name. But it is di�erent from the mereological

approaches in that it does not make use of any of the apparatus from the

calculus of individuals. Rather these are taken as names within an (almost)

ordinary �rst order logic. Thus, for example, g names `the substance Gold,

which is to be taken in the chemist's sense, to stand for the material'. In

addition to the ontological realm of substances, there are two other realms:

physical objects and bits of matter. Objects are related to substances by

being constituted by the substance; so

My ring is gold

becomes

rCg

where C is that relation between objects and substances which is true just

in case the matter of the object is a quantity of the substance. The relation

Q, being a quantity of, holds between bits of matter and the substance that

they are a quantity of. By analogy to the well-known lambda-abstraction

and set-abstraction operators, Parsons introduces a substance abstraction

operator �, which is designed to obtain the substance by abstraction over

the quantities of the substance. The formula �x[xQg] denotes the substance

whose quantities are all quantities of g (Gold); alternatively one could have

denoted this substance merely by g. So the above example could have been

expressed

rC�x[xQg]:

32Of course in such a sentence it is open to them to claim that we have an identity.

This would then seem to leave them open to the charge that they cannot account for the

(alleged) analyticity of Dirty water is water. But the charge is not necessarily well taken,

for �rst dirty water may not be a nominalised predicate of the right sort, and second they

may claim that in such a sentence we are not asserting a nominalised predicate to be in

its own extension (dirty water and water are, after all, di�erent expressions). It is only if

these do not hold in their systems that they would have to fall back on denying that it is

well formed. (We presume that ter Meulen would take the �rst way: dirty, when applied

to water, does not yield a nominalised predicate.)
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In fact, Parsons allows for substance-abstraction over any complex

predicate, so that complex mass terms like dirty water are represented as

�x[xQw&Dx]. So Parsons' language contains a primitive name for the

substance, a primitive relation of being a quantity of a substance, a prim-

itive substance abstraction operator which forms individuals from sets of

quantities of stu�, and a primitive relation of being constituted holding

between physical objects and substances. Some theorists have objected to

this ontological wealth (e.g. [Burge, 1972; Moravcsik, 1973; Pelletier, 1974;

ter Meulen, 1980; Bunt, 1981], and Parsons has provided a defence in [1975].

Other objections that have been made to Parsons' theory include the objec-

tion that not all relations of physical objects to substances can be analysed

as `being constituted of', e.g.

Hamburgers are food

This armchair is the furniture in this room

(From [ter Meulen, 1980, p. 58].) Hamburgers are constituted of all kinds

of ingredients, but they are not constituted by food. Various relations hold

between objects and sets of quantities (or substances) other than just the

C-relation. And various relations can obtain between an object and bits

of matter. In a Parsons-style approach we would need a new primitive

relation for each one of these relations. ter Meulen [1980, p. 58{60] brings

up other considerations against Parsons, such as the fact that the � operator

makes substances out of any sets of quantities of stu�, so that Muddy Water

would be a substance, as would Leaded Tin That Has Been Annealed, and

so on. But, she says, if substances are abstract individuals they cannot be

muddy. (Cf. [Moravcsik, 1973; Pelletier, 1974].) Further, ter Meulen claims

that some mass term occurrences are `rigid designators', but Parsons has

no method of distinguishing amongst those that are (such as �x[xQg]) and

those that are not (such as �x[xQw&Mx]).

It must be admitted, however, that Parsons' proposal gives satisfying

solution to the `logical form' diÆculties we mentioned earlier. The `puddle

puzzle' becomes

(8x)[xQw ! WET(x)]

pQw

therefore, WET(p)

which is valid. And the puzzles about the analyticity of Water is water and

Dirty water is water are eliminated, since they are translated respectively

as the analytic

(8x)[xQw ! xQw]

(8x)[(xQw&Dx) ! xQw]

(We shall later mention some other sentences and arguments for which Par-

sons' method does not work so well.)
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One problem with Parsons' approach which deserves to be mentioned

here has to do with the interpretation of Q. Parsons claims [1970, p. 366n]

`what \parts" of x are quantities of x depends on x, and not some abstract

notion of \part" '. He says this because he is aware of Quine's objections

to analysing the copula as is a part of|that is, Parsons wishes to uphold

the view that there are `minimal parts' of any substance. The Q relation,

therefore, behaves either like Moravcsik's<sp relation or else the substances

themselves have to be interpreted like Moravcsik's SP-wholes. In either

case, as we have seen, the proposal does not seem logically coherent. (Cf.

the remarks in [Pelletier, 1974, p. 10] and [Bunt, 1981, p. 36]).33

In this article Parsons introduced an argument which has been cited as

showing that no mereological approach can be correct (e.g. by Pelletier
[1974; 1979a]). Suppose all the furniture in the world is made of wood, and

all the wood has been made into furniture. Then, in a mereological theory

we would have

Wood = Furniture

and, since identity of wholes is de�ned as containing all the same parts, we

would have

(8x)(x < Wood i� x < Furniture):

But this is false, even in the imagined circumstances. The leg of this chair

is wood but is not furniture. The reason for this is that they have di�er-

ent minimal parts.34 This argument is closely related to the points made

against Moravcsik's conception of mereological wholes as being restricted in

some way and against the possibility of having di�ering part-whole relations

relevant to di�erent mass expressions. Of course if one denies that there are

minimal parts of any mass noun, this argument will not seem to carry much

force (e.g. [Bunt, 1981, pp. 48{50]); but, we feel, it should be bothersome.

Any proposal which ies in the face of the `primary semantic data' (here:

claiming that the leg of the chair is furniture) like this should be adopted

only after deep and careful analyses of the alternatives show them to be

even more wanting. Indeed, there is another class of problems with the

notion that mass noun phrases like furniture or water denote mereological

wholes. If, for instance, one takes a subject occurrence of water as denot-

ing all the water in the world, there will be a `paraphrase' problem, since

presumably all the water in the world also denotes this entity. But All the

water in the world weighs billions of tons is intelligible and true, yet �Water

weighs billions of tons seems semantically odd. This example, along with

33One might also wonder whether the notion of substance abstraction is coherent:

might one not get into Russell-like diÆculties of the form `the substance of all whose

quantities are not quantities of themselves'? Or perhaps `the substance of all whose

quantities are substances'?
34A similar argument can be found in [Sharvy, 1975] where it is put in terms of predi-

cates with di�erent extensions having identical mereological fusions.
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Parsons' furniture{wood case, and sentences like Element 130 is identical

with element 131 and Atoms of element 130 are identical with atoms of el-

ement 131 (said of physically possible but unrealised elements|so element

130 and element 131 denote the empty totality, and have the same parts

namely the empty part), strongly suggest that the denotations of bare NPs

are intensional.35

Another argument against interpreting mass terms as mereological wholes,

at least those wholes that are generated by quantities of the stu�, has been

put forward independently by Roeper [1983] and L�nning [1987]. As the

point is put in Roeper (p. 254), `While it is true that all phosphorus is red

or black, it is not true of every part of the quantity phosphorus that it is red

or black.' Some parts of the mereological whole, Phosphorus, are quantities

containing both red and black phosphorus, and so it is not true that they are

red phosphorus or black phosphorus. Contrast this with an analogous count

case: `All sheep are white or brown.' Were we to �nd a sheep that is both

white and brown, this would falsify the claim; however, the fact that there

is a quantity (indeed, a very large number of them) of phosphorus which

is both red and black does not falsify the claim about phosphorus. There-

fore, the quanti�cation is not over quantities, and therefore the designation

of the mass term is not the mereological whole generated by quantities of

phosphorus. (L�nning gives similar examples involving negation). Instead

of proceeding in this manner, Roeper has \mass quanti�er NPs" be inter-

preted as complete Boolean algebras where the mass terms denote elements

of this algebra. L�nning too employs Boolean algebras in the interpretation

of quanti�ed mass NPs, while giving an explicit (Montaguesque) grammar

and being an early employer of generalized quanti�ers. Although there are

various di�erences in scope between Roeper's and L�nning's accounts|for

example, Roeper's allows for relations between quanti�ed mass NPs (All

water is denser than some alcohol) and L�nning's contains the quanti�ers

most, much, little, and measures like one kilo of and less than two kilos of,

but the reverses are not the case|L�nning [1987, pp. 46{47] shows how

their formalisms can be mutually interpreted into the other. (This mutual

interpretability is foreshadowed by Roeper's remarks at [1983, p. 257]).

Higginbotham's [1994] view is similar to L�nning's in many ways, starting

from the thought that one can cast the semantics of mass predication in

terms of the part-of relation. Even though mass nouns like water and mass

VPs like is wet `begin their lives as predicates' (with extensions de�ned

as truth sets in the usual way), one can employ the Boolean algebra over

35The objections we have listed to the interpretation of mass noun phrases as mere-

ological wholes do not preclude other possible roles for mereology in a theory of mass

expressions; e.g. mereology may still be the right tool to account for cumulativity and di-

visiveness (to the extent that these hold for the referents of predicative mass expressions),

or the right basis for an account of measure phrases (see [Bunt, 1981; Cartwright, 1975;

Roeper, 1983; L�nning, 1987; Higginbotham, 1994; Moltmann, 1998]).
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the quantities of the stu� to form supremums. Then, as in L�nning, the

supremum of all things that are M (for a mass predicate M) is regarded

as the `nominalization' of the predicate. And we can say P (M) is true

(for M a mass term and P a mass predicate) just in case the denotation

of M is an element of the nominalization of P . (This is an alternative to

saying: just in case the denotation of M is an element of the denotation of

P ). E.g., Water is wet is true since the totality of all water is part of the

totality of all wet stu� (as well as being in the extension of the predicate

wet). Two related points at which Higginbotham di�ers from L�nning, and

from the theory we present below, are, �rst, in his claim that `measures

of amount' are not quantities, and second, in his denying that `This ring is

gold' is simply true. In the latter case, he instead wishes to paraphrase such

sentences in accordance with the `constitution' theory as elliptical for `The

stu� constituting this ring is gold' [Higginbotham 1994, p. 452, esp. fn. 2].

We have already mentioned a number of examples where this interpretation

does not seem right:

This sofa is furniture

This hamburger is food

and the like are all perfectly �ne, and yet

? This sofa is constituted of furniture

? This hamburger is constituted of furniture

are bad. Furthermore, it seems incorrect for the `minimal parts' of any

mass term, to which the mass term applies directly without the paraphrase.

While

This snowake is snow

This crystal is salt

This fork is cutlery

This molecule is water

all seem �ne,

? This snowake is constituted of snow

? This crystal is constituted of salt

? This fork is constituted of cutlery

? This molecule is constituted of water

all are bad.

Another problem with Higginbotham's analysis concerns his interpreta-

tion of bare singulars as `nominalizations'. Our view (as given below) is

that they are generic and admit of exceptions. Thus we would view Water

is wet as admitting of exceptions, while Higginbotham dismisses `the usual

(ill-understood) . . . exceptional cases' in a footnote [1994, p. 450, fn. 1].
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Although it might be true that it is more diÆcult to �nd mass analogues of

the striking generic examples such as Dogs bear live young and Italians are

good skiers, surely the following admit exceptions, despite their being true

Garbage is smelly (not inorganic garbage, not all parts of garbage)

Water is drinkable/nearly tasteless (not seawater)

Glass is fragile (not unbreakable glass)

Space-within-150km-of-Earth teems with satellites and debris

(large portions of it are empty)

Money is legal tender (not outdated money)

Co�ee is stimulating (not deca�einated co�ee)

Despite these apparent shortcomings we �nd much to agree with in Hig-

ginbotham's analysis, and think that it is not so very di�erent from the

account that we will o�er below. A nice exercise would be to �nd the exact

points of di�erentiation.

There have been a number of attempts to invoke sets of one variety or an-

other as the interpretation of mass nouns.36 In [Strawson, 1959], in Quine's

1964 review of [Geach, 1962], and in Clarke [1970] there are suggestions

that uses of mass terms should be understood as elliptical for some more

complex phrase in which there is an explicit `individuating standard' (or

count phrase) by means of which we can give sense to there being a certain

number of things for which the mass term is true. Thus, is water might, in

certain circumstances, be elliptical for is a body of water or, in other circum-

stances, for is a kind of water; is gold might be short for is a vein of gold or

is a nugget of gold. Such a position avoids the Parsons anti-mereological ar-

gument by pointing out that there are `individuating standards' applicable

to wood which are not applicable to furniture; e.g. the set of pieces of wood

is distinct from the set of pieces of furniture, and so wood and furniture do

not denote the same sets. Such a view has been elucidated an criticised in
[Cartwright, 1965].37 A few of the diÆculties are that �rst, some sentences

will not receive a representation; second that the representation of some

sentences will not have the right truth value; and third that the appeal to

varying `standards' prevents us having a uniform translation procedure. As

for the �rst, consider

36This is to be distinguishes from the use of predicates as the interpretation of mass

expressions. The latter are to be understood as properties, which are the kind of thing

that admit of an intensional interpretation (at least in some contexts). However, in ex-

tensional contexts, the interpretation of predicates may well be a set. Thus some authors

(e.g. [Pelletier, 1974, pp. 106{107], [Bunt, 1981, p. 36]) often treat them together. But

it should be noted that various of the logical properties of an intensional interpretation

cannot be mirrored in a set-theoretic interpretation|namely, those properties which have

to do with intensional contexts, such as `natural kinds', `rigid designators', and perhaps

even (as we shall investigate) the feature of being alternately viewed as a predicate proper

and as a (complex) singular term. For this reason we treat them separately here.
37See also [Pelletier, 1974, pp. 92{ 94] and [Bunt, 1981, pp. 39{40].
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What Kim spilled is the same co�ee as Sandy wiped up.

Since this is an identity claim, the same `individuating standard' must be

relevant to both sides. But what could it be? It cannot be `puddle of co�ee'

for that cannot be spilled. It cannot be `cup of co�ee' for that is not the

kind of thing to wipe up. As for the second, consider sentences like

The sugar here is the same sugar as that which was on the boat

(said after the sugar which was on the boat was melted before it got here).

The extension of `this sugar here' contains no lumps, grains, etc., so there

is no longer a set of these things (which there was on the boat). Thus

the purported set equality fails, yet the English sentence may very well be

true. For the third objection, we merely note that in a given particular case

we may have no way to tell which of the various `individuating standards'

that are true is applicable. For instance, sameness of shipment of sugar is

often sameness of grains and of lumps of sugar. How do we know which one

to use? We �nally note that statements of constitution will not receive a

representation. For instance, in

This shipment is constituted by the grains of sugar

it does not seem that any `individuating standard' is applicable. Rather it

looks as if we need a use of is sugar that does not depend on the individu-

ating standards of `lump', `shipment', or `grain'.

It seems therefore hat we should not call into play context dependent

`individuating standards'. If one wishes to call sets into play at all, what

is required is the same set for all occurrences of the mass term. One plan,

used by [Laycock, 1972] and [Bacon, 1973], is to let the mass term denote

the set which contains all and only the smallest (minimal) elements of which

the mass term is true.38 One should note that this proposal also avoids the

Parsons argument: the set of minimal wood pieces is distinct from the set

of minimal furniture pieces. Nonetheless, the proposal has not seemed very

attractive. It �rst seems to involve various `empirical' hypotheses into the

meaning of mass terms (e.g. that part of the meaning of water is that it

comes in molecules of H2O). Secondly, it seems that it is often impossible to

actually determine a set of minimal elements, even for `normal' mass terms,

such as garbage. And thirdly, if we are to include abstract mass nouns like

speed, information, and time, we shall have to invent a whole host of new

`minimal elements'.39

38Laycock has changed his mind on this. In his [1975] he outlines a theory wherein the

use of a mass noun in applying to [undi�erentiated] matter is prior to any use of it as

being true of objects, whether by a singular or plural count noun (cf. his [1975, p. 118

n. 8]). The attribution of the theory to Bacon is somewhat more shakey.
39These criticisms and others can be found in [Pelletier, 1974, pp. 94{95] and [Bunt,

1981, p. 40].
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Another proposal which assigns a set uniformly to all occurrences of a

mass noun can be found in Cartwright [1965; 1970] and Grandy [1973]. In

this account, the mass noun M denotes the set of all quantities of M. It is

also similar to the proposals of [Montague, 1973; Pelletier, 1974; Bennett,

1977] and [ter Meulen, 1980] wherein a mass term denotes the function

from indices (possible worlds) to such sets. Such an approach obviously

does not su�er from the defects of the `varying standards' approach nor,

apparently, from the defects of the `minimal elements' approach. But there

do seem to be some problems with it (ignoring those problems having to

do with its lack of an intensional component). In [Pelletier, 1974, pp. 96{

98] various details of Cartwright's view are criticised. First, we should

note that Cartwright distinguishes an amount from a quantity. We could

have the same amount of water but not have the same quantities of water;

non-identical quantities may be the same amount, and to bring this out

Cartwright adopts the terminology of saying that a quantity contains a

certain amount of it (rather than it is that amount). It is also important

to mention that Cartwright's notion of the amount contained in a quantity

is not dependent upon a choice of measure, nor upon the conditions of

measurement. Cartwright then attempts to show that there is a `strong

analogy' between a set of ordinary objects and a quantity of some stu�. As

she puts the analogy [1970, p. 29]

D1: x is a set of A if and only if, for some y; x and y are com-

parable with respect to the number of A each contains, and x

contains nothing other than A. . .

D2: x is a quantity of B if and only if, for some y; x and y are

comparable with respect to the amount of B each contains, and

x contains nothing other than B.

The point of this analogy is to show that, just as we understand quanti�-

cation in the `set' case by understanding that `x is a person' is true if and

only if x denotes a member of the set denoted by `person', so too can we

understand quanti�cation in the `mass case' if we can understand what are

the permissible values of x in `x is sm water'. But the analogy goes wrong

in its details. In the `set' case, one assigns something contained in the set

to x. In her [1965, p. 485] Cartwright claims that the values of x in `x is

sm water' are quantities of water. But by the above analogy this would be

like claiming hat it is sets of men which satisfy `x is a man'. In her [1970,

p. 39] Cartwright claims that it is what is contained in a quantity of water

which satis�es `x is sm water'. But by the analogy, what is contained in a

quantity of water is an amount of water; and that is not what we want to

quantify over. (Cartwright had already said this in her [1965]). Further ev-

ery quantity contains exactly one amount, yet sets contain many elements.

So one is not quantifying over the quantities, for that corresponds to the
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set and one is not quantifying over the amounts, for that corresponds to the

number (measure) of the set. What is it that corresponds to elements of a

set?

Roeper [1983] and L�nning [1987] argue that no account that tries to use

some \surrogate count term" (such as quantity of ) will work with complex

mass terms nor with quanti�ers other than all and some. The sentence `All

phosphorus is red or black' is true yet would be false if it were understood

as `All quantities of phosphorus are red or black' because some quantities

will contain quantities of red and of black phosphorus. `Most water is not

potable' falters when it is understood as `Most quantities of water are not

potable' because the notion of `most' is not well-de�ned. Koslicki [1999]

too objects to such \reference dividing relations" as is a quantity of on the

grounds that the notion is question-begging.

Laycock [1972; 1975] o�ers more `philosophical' arguments against the

utility and coherence of the notions of quantity and amount as employed by

Cartwright. In turn, the notions are defended against Laycock's attack by

Cook [1975]. Bunt [1980, pp. 41{43] o�ers this attack against Cartwright,

which he apparently also thinks applies to all the authors mentioned in this

part.40 Consider, says Bunt, a noun phrase like

The gold on the table.

There are two ways of understanding the present proposal concerning amounts

and quantities, corresponding to

The thing which is gold and is on the table

( �x)[x 2 G&On(x; t)]

or as

The things which are gold and are on the table

fx : x 2 G&On(x; t)g

The �rst alternative is incorrect since if there is sm gold on the table, it

is generally wrong that there is exactly one quantity of gold on the table.

Furthermore, since one can quantify this noun phrase, it seems incorrect to

treat it as if it were a de�nite description

All the gold on the table.

But if the noun phrase is taken in the second way, then there are diÆculties

with measurement because we shall be `counting the same quantity may

times'. Consider sentences like

40It is most unclear that it really applies against any of the intensional accounts,

although it seems to work against Grandy's [1973] account. It is for this reason (amongst

others) that [Grandy, 1975] rejects the [1973] account as inadequate.
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The gold on the table weighs 2 grams.

Under this proposal we are to sum the weights of the quantities of gold on

the table and have it result in 2 grams. Bunt gives this formula as a possible

representation

Sum(fyj(9z)(z 2 fx : x 2 G&On(x; t)g&

& y = Weight(z)g = 2g:

Certainly this representation is incorrect since the set fx : x 2 G&On(x; t)g

contains may overlapping elements whose weight will be counted many

times. Obviously we wish to �rst sum the elements and then take their

(its) weight. These considerations once again appear to lead to mereology

as opposed to a set-theoretic approach; for, on the one hand we must be

able to refer to the many quantities that go into one physical object, but on

the other hand we must be able to refer to them as a group in a way that

does not involve the same quantity being in two distinct quantities (or else

we shall not be able to discuss such properties as the weight of a quantity).

The �nal proposal we shall consider is that mass nouns should be anal-

ysed as predicates. Recall that we have distinguished this proposal from

the one where mass terms are taken to denote sets; in this latter proposal

a mass expression is interpreted extensionally, whereas in the former pro-

posal a mass expression is interpreted as denoting a function from points of

reference (perhaps to sets). The di�erence between the two is not merely

a matter of what happens in intensional contexts,41 but also involves the

possibility of stating an intuitively plausible relationship between occur-

rences of mass expressions that appear to characterise things (`predicative

mass expressions', as in This ring is gold) and those occurrences which

seem to name something (`nominal mass terms', as in Water is wet). As

representatives of this group we might consider [Cocchiarella, 1976; Mon-

tague, 1973; Pelletier, 1974; Bennett, 1977; ter Meulen, 1980; Carlson, 1977;

Chierchia, 1982a; L�nning, 1987; Higginbotham, 1994; Moltmann, 1998;

Koslicki, 1999].

We have already had occasion to mention Cocchiarella and his view that

the nominal mass expressions name a mereological entity. One can explain

his overall theory as follows:42 A predicative mass expression denotes a

function on possible worlds which picks out a set in each possible world.

Nominal mass expressions are systematically related to these predicative

mass expressions in that they denote a function on possible worlds which

in each possible world picks out the mereological fusion of the set picked

out in that world by the predicative mass expression. (Such a view is

41Nor in related areas such as the representation of natural kind expressions, counter-

factuals, and natural kinds as rigid designators.
42Actually his theory is stated in a rather idiosyncratic formalism. We here `translate'

it into the intensional logic idiom.
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obviously closely related to that of Burge [1972; 1975]|with the excep-

tion of the intensional aspect of it). Since we have already argued against

the mereological-sum (-fusion, -whole) interpretation of nominal mass ex-

pressions, we shall not discuss Cocchiarella further.

Montague [1973] presented an outline of a theory of mass nouns in the

general framework of Montague Grammar which, however, (as he puts it,

p. 173) `is not within the elaborately inated framework of [Montague,

1973a]'. In this account `a mass term will denote that function on possible

worlds which takes as its value for a given world the set of all samples (or, to

give synonyms, portions or quantities (in the sense ascribed to Parsons) or

\parts with the correct structural properties") of the substance in question

in that world'. So goes Montague's account for occurrences `standing alone

in normal substantive positions', that is, in such positions as portion of �

and � is a liquid. To account for other contexts, Montague remarks that

standing alone in predicative position it should be synonymous with portion

of �; that with a quanti�er, a demonstrative, or an adjective phrase the mass

noun should there denote the extension of the property usually denoted; and

that as an adjective (e.g. iron bed) it denotes the extension of the property

usually denoted by the mass term. Montague (pp. 174{175) also proposes

to treat phrases as the gold in my ring as being synonymous with the gold

constituting my ring. Here constituting is taken to denote the set of maximal

portions of gold in the ring, and hence the the is proper: it denotes a unit

set. In this account,Water is liquid would be elliptical for all water is liquid

and hence quite di�erent from Water is a liquid. In Montague's account, as

opposed to Parsons', quantities or portions of water (say), are taken to be

ordinary individuals but the mass noun water denotes (at a given possible

world) the set of these individuals. In Parsons' account the mass noun also

denotes an individual, a substance, and there is a primitive (intensional)

relation of being a quantity of. Montague took a virtue of his analysis to

be that he had given an analysis of substances in terms of their (possible)

quantities, and thereby had given analysis of being a quantity of.

Bennett [1977] develops an account also within the `Montague Grammar'

framework, but his account diverges from Montague's in that, for him, mass

terms are not regarded as denoting properties of individuals. In fact he

regards mass terms as Parsons does|as denoting individuals, by making

substances be `ordinary individuals'. He then follows Parsons in introducing

an intensional relation being a quantity of, that tells us the quantities of any

substance at a point of reference. The di�erence here between Bennett and

Parsons is that, unlike Parsons, who uses his substance abstraction operator

to yield substance names from any open formula. Bennett allows only simple

mass nouns to denote substances.

A little terminology here will help, not only to understand Bennett's

proposal, but also below in the discussion of ter Meulen. Bennett uses

the terminology `count noun (phrase)', CN, as a syntactic classi�cation of
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such phrases as man, tall man, man who is a spy; and by analogy uses `mass

noun (phrase)', MN, as syntactic classi�cation of such phrases as water, blue

water, water that is pure. These are to be distinguished from (the syntactic

category) `terms'. Terms also come in two types: `count terms', CT, are

such phrases as John, a man, every man; `mass terms', MT, are such phrases

as water, little water, all water. CNs and MNs semantically denote sets of

individuals. Montague (whom Bennett follows here) gives all CTs the same

sort of denotation, so that John and every man could be regarded as being

in the same semantic category. Bennett would do the same with all the MTs

although in his [1977] he wants to `forget Montague's complications'. MNs

are the sort of expression that can be modi�ed by adjectives and relative

clauses, while MTs are the sort of expression that, when combined with a

verb phrase can form a sentence. In Bennett's account, the basic MTs (such

as water and gold) denote substances. From these basic MTs, one can form

a sentence when they are combined with a verb phrase of the right sort.

Thus, for example, we can form

Water is a liquid.

But there is also a syntactic rule which converts the MT water into a count

noun phrase (CN) by combining it with quantity of. After having formed the

count expression quantity of water, one can perform ordinary quanti�cation

over it to form a term. For example, All water ows gets translated as

(8x)[(quantity-of 0(�PP(water0)))(x) ! ow0(x)]:

This view is obviously very close to Parsons', the only di�erence having to do

with the absence of the substance abstraction operator (and the consequent

inability to have complex substance names.) Blue water is a liquid would

be ill-formed, since blue, when it combines with water, forms a MN rather

than a MT and so cannot be the subject of this sentence; is a liquid is

taken here as a property of substances, is liquid is a property of quantities,

so Blue water is liquid is well-formed in this grammar. What, then about

such sentences as Water is liquid? In brief, Bennett's answer is that these

are elliptical for All water is liquid, where as usual all water is analysed as

above in terms of quantities.

In spite of this slight di�erence between Bennett and Parsons, it seems

that there are enough similarities that various of the objections to Parsons'

account will also apply to Bennett's, in particular those objections having

to do with the understanding of basic mass terms as denoting abstract

substances. ter Meulen [1980, pp. 61{63] mentions three further objections

to Bennett's account. We ourselves are less than taken by these arguments,

but mention them here to lead us into ter Meulen's account.43 First, the

43Later we will exhibit various classes of sentences that Bennett's (and ter Meulen's)

accounts do not handle.
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relation of being a quantity of does not always correspond to an element

in a syntactic derivation of the sentence. Thus, This ring is gold does

not contain quantity of, although in Bennett's translation the relation does

occur. This, says ter Meulen, goes against a fundamental tenet of Montague

Grammar. She herself claims that the sentence should be translated in such

a way that it is logically equivalent (given a meaning postulate which says

that every entity in the denotation of a predicative mass term necessarily

has the property of being a quantity of some substance) to This ring is a

quantity of gold, but not identical. According to ter Meulen, a consequence

of taking the substance to be a �rst-order individual is that there is no way to

distinguish between substances and their quantities|they all can have the

same properties. Especially, she says, the substance m and the quantities

of m can all have the property of being m|a feature which ter Meulen

�nds `contradictory and hence undesirable'. Finally, ter Meulen criticises

the `nominalistic outlook' of Bennett's theory (presumably the fact that a

substance is a �rst-order object) as being `absolutely alien to the ontological

wealth of Montague Grammar'.

ter Meulen's theory ([1980], see also her [1981]), is actually quite similar

to Bennett's, the major di�erences being the ones just noted. A crucial

feature of her account is the existence of two distinct syntactic categories of

basic terms: nominal mass nouns and predicative mass nouns. These basic

expressions are such as gold, water, gas, furniture and food. All these basic

lexical entries are given twice: once as nominal (NMNs) and once as predica-

tive (PMNs). The idea is that any of these simple mass nouns might be used

to indicate a substance (by using it as a nominal mass noun and converting

it to a nominal mass term|recall Bennett's use of `term'). In this use it can

be the subject of a sentence where one predicates a rather special property

of it|the type of property which holds of substances, such as is a liquid,

is an element, has atomic number n. On the other hand these simple mass

nouns might be used to say something about the quantities of the substance,

as in Water is wet. In this case the PMN water is converted to a predica-

tive mass terms, which is translated as �P [water0 (̂P )] which is supposed

to reduce, by a meaning postulate to �P (Ax)[water0(x) ! P (x)].44 So, in

ter Meulen's account, nominal mass terms and predicative mass terms form

distinct syntactic categories and cannot be viewed as deriving one from the

other. This is, she says (e.g. [1980, pp. 6, 193]; [1981, p. 105]), the most

fundamental innovation in her system. A number of important observa-

44In fact we think ter Meulen's rules do not generate either of these sentences. As for

the �rst, which she uses as an example [1980, pp. 183{184], her rule S10 will not operate

on the top level unless the `second order terms' are a subset of the terms (which is not

stated). Presumably she wishes to use S11 here, but this requires is an element to be

a second order intrasitive verb phrase. There are no basic such phrases and none of her

rules generates one. As for the second sentence, similar remarks hold: unless predicative

mass terms are terms S10 does not apply. Finally, as she points out, the closest sentence

to the second sentence that her rules analyse is water is a [are?] wet entity[ies].
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tions have been made by her in support of this distinction. Four of these

observations are: (a) terms constructed from nominal mass nouns exhibit

backwards pronominalisation behaviour similar to that of proper names,

(b) nominal mass terms bind only pronouns that are interpreted as denot-

ing the substance, whereas predicative mass terms bind only pronouns that

are interpreted as denoting a set of quantities, (c) nominal mass terms se-

mantically behave like rigid designators, unlike predicative mass terms, and

(d) nominal mass terms take wide scope over other terms and intensional

operators whereas predicative mass terms take narrow scope over quanti�ers

and intentional operators. As for the �rst: in the sentence

The man she loves betrays Sarah

it is possible to interpret she as anaphoric to Sarah. However, when a general

term, e.g. some women, is substituted for Sarah, the resulting sentence is

impossible to read with an anaphoric they:

The men they love betray some women.

This behaviour is mirrored by mass terms:

Its chemical formula de�nes water

allows for an anaphoric relation between its and water, but

The person who �nds it sells some gold

does not allow for it to be anaphoric with some gold. As for (b): consider

sentences like Water is H2O and Water is muddy. Intuitively in the former

reference is made to a kind, whereas in the latter reference is made to

quantities of water. To prove that such an interpretation is correct, ter

Meulen considers sentences like

Water is H2O and it is muddy

Water is muddy and it is H2O.

Both of these sentences are deviant, she says, because the anaphoric bind-

ings in the sentences are deviant. In the �rst, substances (being abstract

entities) cannot be made muddy; and in the second, quantities cannot have

properties of substances, such as being de�ned by their atomic structure. As

for (c), ter Meulen claims that once the reference of a nominal mass term

is �xed in an interpretation, it remains the same at all reference points.

`What water is in the sense of what the substance water is, is once and

for all established in an interpretation of the language. But what is water,

in the sense of what quantities of water there are, is a contingent mat-

ter. . . Substances determine what their quantities are, but the quantities do

not make up the substance'. [1981, p. 108] And as for (d), most sentences
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with double quanti�ers are considered ambiguous. E.g. Every man loves

some woman is usually thought to be ambiguous between every man having

some women or other whom he loves, and there being some speci�c woman

(Aphrodite, perhaps) whom every man loves. This ambiguity is described

by saying that in the �rst interpretation, every man has wide scope over

some woman, whereas in the second interpretation some woman has wide

scope over every man. If, in these sentences, some woman were replaced

by a proper name, e.g. Aphrodite, then only the second sort of interpreta-

tion is possible|Aphrodite is given wide scope over every man. ter Meulen

thinks that predicative mass terms `preferably have narrow scope' and that

nominal mass terms `usually take wide scope', over other terms. E.g.

Every child drinks some milk

Mary found little gold but Jane found it in abundance

illustrate the view. It is very diÆcult to give some milk a wide scope over

every child, even in the passive version (some milk is drunk by every child).

In the second sentence, it is very diÆcult to give little gold a wide scope

over Mary and Jane (for then they would have found the same gold). Yet

the nominal mass terms, as with proper names, the wide scope is usual.

Every child drinks milk

Mary found gold and Jane found it too

These sentences show milk and gold having wide scope over every child and

Mary, Jane respectively. Similar remarks could be made for the relative

scope of terms and intensional operators. In

John believes that gold has atomic number 79

we have wide scope for the nominal mass term gold over believes, as ev-

idenced by its equivalence to Gold is such that John believes that it has

atomic number 79. But with predicative mass terms, such as some gold in

John believes that some gold is in the box

we do not have the paraphrase Some gold is such that John believes that it

is in the box.

How convincing are these data? We think that they do not demonstrate

the thesis ter Meulen wishes them to. There are two ways one might attack

her data: �rst, show that it is simply incorrect or that it is correct but

for some reason other than what she claims; or second, one might concede

the data but give some other account of them than that nominal mass

terms are names of some entity (a substance) which cannot be de�ned in

terms of anything else (such as the quantities). We will not attempt the

former way, although it does seem to us that the data are not so rigid as
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ter Meulen makes out.45 Instead we shall take issue with the interpretation

ter Meulen places on this data. Her picture of the situation is this: a

predicate like water denotes a function on possible worlds which has as

its value in a possible world the set of quantities of water in that world.

So far we have two types of objects; a semantic one (the function) and

a metaphysically real one (the set of quantities). In addition to this, ter

Meulen thinks, there is another metaphysically real object, the substance

water. This object bears a certain relation to the other real objects, namely

the relation of being exempli�ed by (the converse of being a quantity of).

Since the substance is a metaphysically real object, we must have some way

to name it|hence the nominal mass terms. The nominal mass term has as

its value the object water, which is unchanged when considered from any

possible world. Why not, one might ask, just identify this substance with the

intension of the predicative mass term? After all that object, the function

on possible worlds to sets, does not change from possible world to possible

world. Isn't the introduction of a substance just a needless proliferation of

entities? Doesn't this function do all the necessary work of picking out what

is and what isn't water in each possible world? Aren't we just duplicating

this relationship when we add an `exempli�cation' relation? ter Meulen's

answer would presumably be that the function is a semantic object, and

not a metaphysically real one. Any attempt to pretend that they were the

same would be a cross-matching of types from di�erent categories. Semantic

objects are conveniences in describing the world; metaphysical objects really

exist. Underneath it all, it seems to come to ter Meulen's realist feeling that

substances exist and are not in any way a construct from more basic entities

(such as the quantities). We think (and perhaps ter Meulen does too) that

all her data could be accounted for by identifying her substances with the

intensions of predicative mass terms. But she would nonetheless object that

we have ignored a certain piece of reality: the substance. It would be, to

her, rather like denying that people were primitive existents and instead

`constructing' or `de�ning' them in terms of person-stages. Maybe it can be

45For instance some sentences using a predicative mass term do allow for backward

pronominalisation. Whoever �nds it can keep the gold (cf. [ter Meulen, 1981, n. 2]). As

for the `type restricted binding', consider Snow is always piling up in his driveway and
that's why John hates it. One reading of this sentence (indeed the preferred one) has it

that John hates snow, the stu�, and not just that he hates the quantities which pile up in

his driveway. Further counterexamples due to J. D. McCawley (personal communication)

are: Water is H2O. It is often muddy, and Water, which is H2O, is often muddy. And

�nally, is it so clear that it is due to the predicative mass term some milk that, in a

sentence like every child drinks some milk, some milk is given narrow scope? Cannot it

be due to idiosyncrasies of the verb drink? After all, it is very diÆcult for more than one

child to drink the same quantity of milk. Compare Every third world country wants some

new military hardware which France is exporting|namely the Exocet II, in which the

opposite phenomenon is observed even though new military hardware. . . is a predicative

mass term. J. D. McCawley suggests Every philosopher believes some nonsense as having

a clear scope ambiguity.
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done formally and account for all the syntactic and semantic data, but it

would just be incorrect as an account of reality.46 The one argument we �nd

in ter Meulen against this identi�cation is the following. Any predicative

mass term, even a complex one, has an intension. But only simple mass

terms can function as a nominal mass term, so in any case we have to

distinguish between intentions of predicative mass terms and nominal mass

terms. Her evidence here comes from counterfactuals. For example, the

sentence This muddy water might not be muddy is true; but This water might

not be water is false.47 According to her then, complex mass terms cannot

be rigid designators, but simple mass terms can be; and so, she concludes,

it is not possible to de�ne substances as the intensions of predicative mass

terms. In fact though, this does not follow: the simple syntactic manoeuvre

of having a category of simple mass nouns to which various syntactic rules

apply will do the trick. One rule is to directly convert it into a nominal mass

term (and the corresponding semantic rule then would have it denote the

intension). Another rule allows it to form predicative mass nouns either by

modi�cation (for muddy water) or simply by an identity mapping (for use in

sentences like water is wet). In this kind of case the predicative mass term

will designate the family of sets containing all quantities of [say] water.48

Once a simple mass noun has been converted to a predicative mass noun,

it can no longer be converted to a nominal mass term.

In short, while we �nd ter Meulen's data interesting and parts of her

solution intriguing, we do not �nd the fundamental starting point|a syn-

tactic distinction between nominal and predicative mass nouns|to be well

motivated. We think we can account for the data (what hard data there is,

anyway) di�erently, and will try to do so later.

Carlson [1977] is concerned to present a uni�ed account of mass expres-

sions and `bare plurals'. It had been noted before that bare plurals (e.g.

dogs in Dogs are barking outside and Dogs are mammals) resemble mass

nouns in a variety of ways, both syntactic and semantic. Carlson's central

idea is that both the formation of bare plurals and of nominal mass terms

are best regarded as the transformation of an expression that semantically

designates a property into something like a proper name. So all unquan-

ti�ed noun-phrases are to be analysed as names of �rst-order individuals.

46The doctrine we here attribute to ter Meulen has been stated in various places, but

put like this it most closely resembles the remarks made by Kaplan [1973, p. 518, n. 31].
47Or at least so ter Meulen thinks. For us, we �nd this evidence which relies on

intuitions about possible worlds less than convincing. Just as there is a possible world

in which this muddy water is not muddy, isn't there a possible world in which this water

(i.e. the entity designated by the noun phrase this water) is not water but rather, say

aqua regia? (Because in that world the �endish waiter whom I asked for some water

poured acid instead).
48We note here that ter Meulen's meaning postulate (6i) [1980, p. 180] makes all bare

predicative mass terms in subject position be given a universal interpretation. This seems

incorrect as sentences like Muddy water is found on Mars illustrates.
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Carlson gives a wide variety of data, some of which overlaps that mentioned

above as coming from ter Meulen, for this conclusion. He argues that we

can make sense of all these data by assuming that bare plurals act as names

of kinds of things, and that the di�erent readings (sometimes entailing `all'

as in dogs are mammals, sometimes entailing `some' as in dogs are barking

outside, sometimes having neither sort of entailment as in dogs are numer-

ous) that arise in di�erent contexts depend upon the properties of classes

of predicates used in the rest of the sentence and upon the aspect of the

verb phrase. One class of verb phrases is said to denote properties of stages

of (ordinary) individuals, e.g. be drunk, be on the roof, be eating a cake.

Other verb phrases, such as be intelligent, be a person, know Greek, de-

note properties of (whole, ordinary) objects. The `stage level' verb phrases

select `existential' readings of bare plurals, while object level verb phrases

select the `universal' reading. Carlson also introduces two relations, R and

R
0, which connect individuals to their stages and kinds to their instances.

These are introduced by meaning postulates. The result is that sentences

like This ring is gold, Dogs are intelligent, and Dogs are barking will be

translated as
(9x)[R(x; g) & ring0(x)]

(8x)[Dog0(x) ! intelligent0(x)]

(9x)[R(x; d) & barking0(x)]

(The second sentence is the result of applying a meaning postulate to the

initial translation according to which the property of being intelligent was

attributed to the kind, Dog.) Chierchia [1982a] and ter Meulen [1980, pp.

63{64, 99{100] criticise this account. ter Meulen's criticism is mainly that

`properties of kinds and of their members cannot be distinguished, so kinds

can realise themselves'. It is not clear that this is an undesirable conse-

quence; Carlson himself thinks it is true and opposes ter Meulen's evidence

about `type restricted binding' with such sentences as

Gold is an expensive metal, but John buys it regularly

ter Meulen's response to this is merely the question-begging `apparent coun-

terexamples to the type restricted binding of mass terms can usually be

shown to hinge on a failure to recognise that substance-properties can only

be inherited by quantities of the substance' [1980, p. 100]. Apparently,

what she means is that the present sentence is to be interpreted as meaning

`All quantities of gold are quantities of a metal and are expensive, and John

buys them regularly'.49

Chierchia [1982a] gives a more thorough development of Carlson's ideas,

especially as to how they account for mass nouns. The main points of

divergence are: a kind is identi�ed as the intension of a common noun

49This is question begging since no one would ever try to paraphrase the sentence

unless convinced of ter Meulen's `type binding restriction' in the �rst place.
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(contra Carlson and ter Meulen), and the notion of a `stage' is replaced by

`quantities of matter' (the latter interpreted broadly so as to include `stages'

of ordinary objects|for details see [Chierchia, 1982a]). Common nouns,

and in general characterising properties, are treated as sets of individual

concepts (in the Montague sense). Episodic properties denoted by verb

phrases like run and hit are analysed as sets of portions of stu�. So it is

suggested that the di�erence between states (expressed by certain stative

verb phrases) on the one hand, and processes and events (expressed by

non-stative verb phrases) on the other, is merely a di�erence concerning

the kinds of entities involved. A kind is the intension of a property, and

for an ordinary thing to instantiate a kind is simply for it to have the

corresponding property. Moreover, ordinary objects are individual concepts

that have stages as their values; so for a stage to realise an object will

simply be for it to be the object's value at a given possible world. And

the de�nition of what it is for a stage to realise a kind is that the stage is

the (mereological) fusion of stages of one or more objects belonging to that

kind. Chierchia [1982a; 1982b] gives an explicit model theoretic account

of all this employing Cocchiarella's [1978] theory, which has no semantic

types. The meaning postulates that are relevant to the interpretation have

the following consequences:

1. if � is a count noun or a stative verb phrase, and � is true of x, then

x is an object;

2. if � is a non-stative verb phrase and � is true of x, then x is a quantity

of matter (`stage');

3. if � is a stative transitive verb (e.g. love) and � is true of the pair

hx; yi, then x is not a quantity of matter;

4. if � is a non-stative verb phrase (e.g. hit) true of the ordered pair

hx; yi then x is not a quantity of matter if and only if there is some

realisation of x which stands in the � relation to y.

Much of the work is to be done by the aspectual system. We will be given

(at least) three classes of verb phrases: stative verb phrases that select for

kinds, ordinary stative verb phrases, and non-stative verb phrases. The

translations of an example of each are (after the application of meaning

postulates):

1. (a) Gold is an element.

(b) element0(^gold0)

2. (a) Gold is yellow.

(b) (8x)[R(x; ^gold0)! yellow0(x)]
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3. (a) Water is ooding the city.

(b) (9y)[R(y; ^water0) & ood-the- city0(y)]

The idea here is that in the syntactic analysis of the sentence we will no-

tice whether a verb phrase is stative or non-stative. In the latter case the

translation will proceed as in 3. In the former case, the translation will

proceed as in 1. After this initial translation is complete, the application

of certain meaning postulates is considered. Those verb phrases which do

directly attribute qualities to the `kind'|as for example, is an element,

are numerous, is getting expensive, and the like|do not have a meaning

postulate which allows the property to be `inherited downward' to all the

quantities (`stages') of the kind. Thus, 1 remains as initially translated; but

2 allows the application of such a meaning postulate, and the property of

being yellow is inherited by all the realisations of gold.

Chierchia concludes that there is a `true generalisation' here which his

theory is able to capture. The name-like properties of bare plurals and of

mass nouns follow simply from their being nominalisation of common nouns.

Exactly the same explanations given for the behaviour of bare plurals goes

through for mass terms without additional stipulations.

The range of evidence given especially in [Chierchia, 1982b] is quite im-

pressive. Nonetheless, we think that there are a variety of problems not

handled in this approach. Below we shall list some of these data and indi-

cate our own solutions to them.

AN UNDERLYING MISTAKE

It seems to us that an underlying aw in all the proposals thus far canvassed|

both those accounts of what a mass expression is and those accounts of what

the `logical form' of sentences containing mass expressions is|stems from

a failure to adequately distinguish among the semantics associated with a

di�erent levels of syntactic description.50 For example, consider a sentence

like

The dirty water used in washing yesterday's dishes is still in the

sink.

When one asks: what is the semantic value of water, the question is ambigu-

ous at least between the following. What is the semantic value of water,

considered merely as an entry in the lexicon? vs. What is the semantic

value of water, as it occurs in this sentence? And we should like to add

further that even in this sentence water, water used in washing yesterday's

50Exception here should be made for those explicit theories of Bennett, ter Meulen,

Chierchia, L�nning and Higginbotham. For them we acknowledge that they have recog-

nised the general point, but we disagree with their speci�c accounts.
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dishes, dirty water used in washing yesterday's dishes, and the dirty water

used in washing yesterday's dishes will all be given distinct semantic val-

ues. Furthermore, these values might be so di�erent that (for example)

water could be a predicate while the dirty water used in washing yesterday's

dishes could be a name. There are a variety of possible syntactic analyses

of this sentence, dependent on various grammatical theories. For de�nite-

ness we mention an X-bar theory along the lines of Gazdar and associates

(cf. [Gazdar et al., 1985]). In this theory there are, as it were, di�erent

`levels' of being a noun phrase or a verb phrase. We indicate these levels by

superscript. (So N2 is the third level of noun phrase.) An analysis of the

sentence in this theory might be as depicted in Figure 1.51

Here we see that there are many di�erent nodes of the syntactic analysis

tree, and that each one might be associated with radically di�erent semantic

values. Following the methodology of the Gazdar (ultimately Montague)

approach, the only restrictions here are (1) for each node other than the

terminals, its semantic value is some function of the semantic values of the

immediately dominated nodes, and (2) the semantic value of the topmost

node is a truth value. Perhaps our point, that the semantic values corre-

sponding to our N2, N1, N0 nodes in this tree are distinct, seems obvious

for this example, but now consider such examples as

Gold is expensive

Water is widespread.

Again the question `What is the semantic value of water?' is ambiguous at

least between the questions `What is the semantic value of water, considered

as an element in the lexicon?' and `What is the semantic value of water

in this sentence?' And again, there is no reason for them to be the same.

There might be various answers to the second question even in this example.

Perhaps a sentence is formed by the combination of an N2 and a V1; but

since the lexical item water is simply an N0, it cannot be combined with

51We do not wish these analyses to be taken as if they were �xed in stone, immune

from revision, and clear on all details. The point rather is that any serious linguistic

theory will make certain kinds of distinctions amongst `levels' of analysis of (say) being a

noun phrase. Here these distinctions are put: an N2 is the kind of syntactic entity which

can be the subject of a sentence (for example), and N1 is that N2 considered without its

determiner (e.g. the tall man considered without the the), and possibly without certain of

its modi�ers (e.g. fast ight to London that we took considered without fast and without

that we took), and an N0 is the noun as it occurs in the lexicon (here, it is that part

of the N1 ight to London without the prepositional phrase to London|i.e. the N0 is

merely ight). We take it that the addition to premodifying adjectives and optional

postmodifying prepositional phrases, relative clauses, etc. leave the semantic category of

the nominal unaltered, e.g. ight and fast ight that we took map into the same semantic

category. We therefore do not distinguish them here (unlike some theories). Di�erent

linguistic theories might make somewhat di�erent claims about these categories, but they

all have to make some such distinctions, and that is the point being made here.
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the V1 to form a sentence. Perhaps one expansion of N2 is as N1 and one

expansion of N1 is N0. Then the structure of the sentence would be
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water is widespread

In such a case, the question `What is the semantic value of water in this

sentence?' is itself ambiguous amongst asking it of water considered as

N0 (its value in the lexicon), of water considered as an N1, and of water

considered as an N2.
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We think that much of the disagreement and confusion in the whole area is

due to inattention to this fact. The proper investigation of mass expressions

will proceed by �rst �nding a suitable type of value for the lexical entries

so that, when combined to form `higher' node-values, these too will have

the correct sort of values. A condition of adequacy then is that all values

corresponding to a particular syntactic category will have the same semantic

type. If, for example, N2's are sometimes names, then all N2's are names.

If some combination function sometimes combines (say) two predicates to

form another predicate, then that function cannot be used to combine (say)

a predicate and a name to form a predicate. And so on.

We suggested that there may be several `levels' of being a noun phrase

or a verb phrase. The theory that we cited employs two levels of each, in

addition to the basic N0 and V0 level. (The V2 level is the entire sentence.)

Semantically speaking, one needn't distinguish all three `levels', and for the

simple grammar we shall present later we will distinguish only two `levels'.

We shall call these two levels CN and NP, identifying NP with our earlier N2,

and CN ambiguously with N0 and N1. The (semantic) justi�cation for this

simpli�cation is that we can safely ignore mass nouns with subcategorised

complements (cream of wheat, salt of epson), so that for the rest N0 reduces

to N1 without semantic change. So we shall make a distinction between a

lexical noun (and other CN's), e.g. water, and its noun phrase occurrence in

a sentence, especially as a `bare noun phrase'|as in water is wet. From now

on, we shall mark this di�erence as water: CN and water: NP. Similarly,

we distinguish water: CN from the predicate is water: VP|an entire verb

phrase. This makes the basic problem that of providing an analysis of

the semantics of mass (and plural) CN's. The semantics of bare NP's,

quanti�ed NP's (e.g. this wine, some dogs) and predicates (e.g. is water,

are dogs) must build on this basis. For example, if water: CN is claimed to

express a predicate over quantities of matter while water: NP expresses the

name of a substance, we would like to know how the former is transformed

(syntactically and semantically) into the latter. Similarly, we would like to

know how the meaning of the sentential predicate is water: VP, in such

contexts as the stu� in this bottle is water, and mineral water is water, is

derived from the meaning of water: CN.

We mention there three desiderata: (1) A syntactic-semantic homomor-

phism. Since we are looking at semantics within a Montague-style frame-

work, we cannot be satis�ed with just any `philosophically satisfying ex-

plication' of mass term and bare plural semantics. (In particular we want

to avoid ad hoc `reconstruals' of sentences containing bare noun phrases.)

Instead, we enquire in addition that there be semantic rules paired with syn-

tactic rules of formation, delivering the logical translations of the syntactic

constituents. In the current context, this entails at least that phrases of

the same syntactic category should be of the same semantic category. This

makes it desirable, for example, that water: NP should denote the same
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thing in the sentences

Water covers most of the globe.

Water is a liquid.

Water is dripping from the faucet.

(2) Uniform treatment of bare mass noun phrases and bare plural noun

phrases. There is plenty of linguistic evidence (cf. [Carlson, 1977; Chierchia,

1982a]) for taking these two types of noun phrases as being of the same

semantic category, despite the fact that they carry the SING and PLUR

feature respectively.52 Any semantic analysis should explain the systematic

connection between the two types of bare noun phrases. (3) Substitutivity

of alleged paraphrases. Often, semantic analyses of mass and plural CN's

(and the corresponding NP's and VP's) are accompanied by informal (i.e.

English) paraphrases or elucidations that indicate how these constituents

are to be understood intuitively. For example, water: CN might be said

to denote `(is a) quantity of water'; similarly water: NP might be said to

denote `All the water in the world', or perhaps `The substance, water'. We

should take such paraphrases seriously, and hence require that (a) substitu-

tion of alleged paraphrases for the original phrases should map an originally

intelligible sentence into another intelligible sentence synonymous with the

original|apart, perhaps, from pragmatic defects such as unwanted implica-

tures. (b) It should be possible to analyse the paraphrase formally, showing

that it leads to a translation logically equivalent to the translation of the

original CN, NP or VP. In other words, it should be possible to formalise

(a).

There seem to be at least �ve intuitively distinct roles that mass terms

can assume, and the problem then is to try to determine which of them is

semantically primitive, i.e. which corresponds to the meaning category of

lexical mass nouns such as water: CN.

1. As names: this seems to be motivated by examples like Water covers

most of the globe, Water is oxidised hydrogen, Methane is abundant

on Titan, together with the tacit assumption that the denotations of

CN's and the corresponding bare NP's are the same.

2. As predicates over quantities/portions of matter: this is apparently

motivated by such sentences as The contents of this bottle is (are)

water, John drank (sm) water. It is also motivated by quanti�ed

phrases such as sm water and the gold on the table, which can plausibly

be read as some quantity of water and the (largest) quantity of gold

on the table.

52We think that the di�erences in `discreteness' (atomicity) should probably be handled

via meaning postulates, rather than di�erences in translation.
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3. As predicates true of objects: this is motivated by such examples as

This ring is gold, This sandwich is food, and This boy is skin and

bones.

4. As predicates over kinds/substances: this is motivated by such exam-

ples as Claret is wine, Rice is food.

5. As predicate modi�ers: this is motivated by such examples as She wore

a gold anklet. It would be akin to treating mass nouns as adjectives.

6. As predicates which combine the kinds of predicates mentioned in(2),

(3) and (4). So there are four such possible combinations (2){(3), (2){

(4), (3){(4), (2){(3){(4).

We now give some general problems for (some of) these approaches. With

respect to (1), that mass (and plural (CN's) are names, we might consider

such sentences as Pure lemonade is lemonade and Fake fur is not fur. It

seems pretty clear in general that adjectives map predicates into predi-

cates. For example, red and fake map ower (whose extension is the set

of owers) into red ower and fake ower respectively (whose extensions

are the set of red owers and the set of fake owers respectively). But if

lemonade: CN and fur: CN are names, then we require that adjectives also

map names into names, yielding such new names as pure lemonade: CN

and fake fur: CN (the extensions of names being individuals rather than

sets of individuals). Attributing two sorts of functions to adjectives seems

inelegant at best, and it is hard to see how to axiomatise the latter func-

tion. Both Bunt and Parsons try to get around the problem by analysing

[ADJ CN]: NP, where CN is a mass noun,53 as the substance whose quanti-

ties are quantities of CN and are ADJ (where for Bunt `the substance . . . '

corresponds to mereological supremum while for Parsons it remains his un-

analysed substance-abstraction operator). Thus pure lemonade comes out

as the substance whose quantities are of lemonade and are pure. But his is

wrong, for whether a quantity of lemonade is `pure' depends on whether it is

viewed as lemonade (lemon juice plus water plus sugar) or as something else,

such as water (with lemon and sugar impurities), or lemon juice (diluted

with sugar water). In other words, pure is essentially a predicate operator,

which cannot be construed conjunctively.54 Finally, it is well known that

53The [ADJ CN]:NP means an NP formed by premodifying a CN by an adjectives. We

intend this discussion also to include the postmodi�cation of a CN by a relative clause.
54Theoretically it is open to Bunt and Parsons to read [ADJ CN]:NP as The substance

whose quantities are ADJ quantities of CN. Thus pure lemonade is the substance whose

quantities are pure quantities of lemonade. But this is not very plausible. It seems to us

that `quantity of ADJ CN' in general di�ers in meaning from `ADJ quantity of CN'. For

example, a `fake quantity of fur' may be a bag of cocaine topped o� with (real) fur, rather

than being a quantity of fake fur. Similarly, quantities of coarse sand, cube sugar, and

small furniture are not the same as coarse quantities of sand, cube (cubical?) quantities

of sugar, and small quantities of furniture, respectively.
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mass CNs, like count CNs, are premodi�able by nouns (rabbit fur), attribu-

tive adjectives (white fur), quantifying adjectives (much fur), ordinals and

determiners (the �rst snow), and can occur as predicate in sentences like

White wine is wine where the is is not the `is of identity'. These NP roles

indicate that mass CNs are to be treated on a par with count CNs. We

conclude that position (1), that the mass CNs should be assigned the status

of names, is highly implausible, and appears to be the product of precisely

the kind of confusion between the levels of noun phrase structure that we

have drawn attention to.

Are mass (and plural) CNs then to be predicates over quantities of mat-

ter, as in ter Meulen [1980], Chierchia [1982a], Montague [1973]? A prob-

lem with this approach is �nding a way to translate quantity of fur: NP

so that its intension will di�er from the intension of fur: CN, and hence,

that quantity of fake fur, quantity of small furniture, etc. will have inten-

sions di�erent from fake quantity of fur, small quantity of furniture, etc.55

Another problem is to show how this choice of primitive role for mass ex-

pressions can account for the role of mass NPs as predicates over (ordinary)

objects and predicates true of kinds/substances. It should be noted that,

even if one chooses this role of mass NPs to be primitive and assigns it to

the CNs, one can still translate the NP as something other than a pred-

icate. For example, Chierchia's [1982a] translation of dew worms would

be the `name' ^dew-worm0, and Link's [1981] translation would be (9x)

(�dew-worm0(x)& : : : x : : :). (For Link �dew-worm0 is true of �-sums of

individual dew worms (at least two).)

There seem to be no theorists who allow role 3, that mass terms are

predicates true of ordinary objects, to be their primitive role assigned to

mass CNs. However some theorists (e.g. Pelletier [1974], Chierchia [1982a;

1982b] whose formal semantics does not distinguish quantities of matter

(in the informal sense) from `things', and Link [1981] (see especially his

Example 45) combine roles 2 and 3, allowing that mass nouns are at root

predicates over quantities of matter, lumps, nuggets, slices, helpings, etc.

of stu�, as well as over ordinary things. The main problem with such an

approach is its apparent inability handle mass NPs which exemplify role 4.

There is also a paraphrase problem here analogous to that which we cited

for position 2: intuitively, a sample of M , where M is a mass NP, is true of

both quantities of M and things exemplifying M (e.g. a given quantity of

furniture is a sample of furniture, as is any piece of furniture). Yet a small

sample of furniture is not the same as a sample of small furniture.

55Or show how to treat fake, small, etc. as operating on the two-place relation quantity

of, without positing new logical forms and meanings for them, distinct from those in

contexts such as fake ower, small chair.
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Role 4 is that mass nouns are true of substances, or kinds, or varieties.56

Examples of this role are such sentences as Claret is wine where wine appears

to classify or describe or be true of kinds/species/varieties. Such uses are

often paraphrasable as wine of a certain kind/variety or variety/kind of

wine or a wine. In other words, this use of mass NPs in forming VPs

comes close to, or coincides with, the use of the putative mass noun as a

count noun. It is tempting to try to paraphrase these uses of mass NPs as

a quanti�cation of some sort. E.g. ter Meulen [1980] and Pelletier [1974]

would paraphrase this (after the application of meaning postulates) as All

(the quantities of) Claret are (quantities of) a wine; and possibly some

theories would paraphrase it as Some (quantities of) claret are (quantities

of) wine. But sentences like Claret is wine and is currently out of stock (in

response to a liquor store request. `I need some claret, whatever that is')

thwarts this move. Obviously this conjunctive sentence has the same term

claret as subject of both conjuncts, and yet no quanti�cational reading can

work for both conjuncts. Other examples of this role are Muddy water is

water but is not potable, Fake fur is not fur yet sells well.

If this is chosen as the meaning of mass CNs, it would entail that all mass

terms derive from count nouns (expressing predicates over substances/kinds).

Corresponding to roles 1, 2 and 3 above we would have to introduce into

our semantics certain operators that work on these basic meanings to form

names of the substance, to form predicates over quantities of matter, and

to form predicates over ordinary objects. For example, we might have (for

one of these mass CNs M)

�M qM cM

where � is a name-forming operator, giving the top (most general kind)

of a `is a kind of' semilattice of M -kinds, q maps substance-predicates to

quantity-of-matter predicates, and c maps substance-predicates to thing-

predicates (things, unlike substances, being concrete). If we wish to conate

the q and c operators along the lines suggested earlier, we might introduce

pM

which forms a predicate that is true of quantities of matter and ordinary

objects, given a substance predicate. An objection to this approach is

that there is already a category of nouns generally regarded as denoting

substance-predicates, and these are intuitively quite unlike mass nouns.

Examples of this category are element, substance, metal, liquid, stu�, gas,

material, etc. Why are these not transformable to mass terms by applying

�; q; c, and p? The answer, possibly, is that these terms are transformable

in this way|consider traces of yellow gas, lots of material, molten metal in

56We shall ignore here certain implicatures about such uses of mass NPs to the e�ect

that it be a natural or a conventionally recognised or a proper sub-kind.
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large vats, and the like. At least some of these kinds of `substance predi-

cates' seem to be susceptible to the `paraphrase problem' as positions 2 and

3 were; e.g. This hamburger is greasy food seem roughly paraphrasable as

This hamburger is a greasy kind of food, and similarly for This shipment is

heavy furniture to This shipment is a heavy kind of furniture.

As far as the 5th role of mass terms goes, the predicate modi�er role, the

only person we know to have suggested that it is basic was Aristotle. We

shall consider it no further as a candidate for primitiveness.

Re position(6)|combinations of (2){(4). We have already seen that a

paraphrase problem arises not only for position(2) (that mass CNs denote

quantities of matter) but also for (2) and (3) in combination. There is a

similar diÆculty for all combinations of (2), (3) and (4). For example, if we

want to claim that mass CNs are predicates over quantities and varieties of

matter, it seems that we should be able to paraphrase is CN as is a CN-

quantity of CN-variety. Yet is a small furniture quantity or furniture variety

is not synonymous with is small furniture, since the former is necessarily

true of any small furniture quantity, while the latter is not. Since one of the

theories we shall develop later appeals to a combination, we shall let it have

its say about this paraphrase argument. Briey, it denies the inference

1. CN0 denotes quantities and varieties of CN therefore,

2. CN is paraphrasable as CN-quantity or CN-variety

Its reason for denying this inference might be that the explicit English or in

2 is always read distributively in context (e.g. x is a small P or Q is always

read as x is a small P or x is a small Q), whereas in small CN, when CN is

mass, small acts on the entire intension of CN0.

TWO THEORIES FOR MASS NOUNS

In this section we o�er two theories to account for the data we have men-

tioned earlier in this paper. One theory, the p-theory, is a semantic oc-

currence approach. In this theory MASS and COUNT are not syntactic

categories or features, but are rather a description of the sort of semantic

translations generated by the Gazdar-style syntactic rules. The other the-

ory, the s-theory, is a syntactic expression approach. In this theory MASS

and COUNT are explicitly syntactic features which attach to lexical nouns.

The s-theory invokes the lexical extension rules (mentioned above) to de-

scribe certain phenomena. These two theories seem to us to be the most

plausible candidates for a uni�ed theory of mass nouns. The fragment of En-

glish that these two theories are concerned with is roughly those sentences

with a copular verb and either a mass, a count, or an adjectival expression

as predicate and whose subjects are either bare noun phrases or quanti�ed

noun phrases.
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The two theories share much|in particular, they are in agreement as

to the range of data to be accounted for. They agree, for example, that

sentences like the result of the universal grinder are to be given a represen-

tation, that sentences using a putative mass term with the inde�nite article

(e.g. a wine) are to be given a representation, and in general they agree on

what semantic representation is appropriate to the entire range of example

sentences to be considered. The ontological underpinnings of both theories

are that `reality' contains two sorts of times: (1) `ordinary objects' such as

rings, sofas, puddles (and including here what many theorists have called

`quantities/portions of matter').57 (2) `kinds of stu�', that is, `varieties',

`substances', etc. (we have in mind here such items as wine, claret, red

wine, and the like) and `kinds of portions', i.e. kinds of standard or con-

ventionally recognised servings. (This is a beer might be true because this

denotes a quantity of beer or a beery object|type (1) objects; but it might

be true because this denotes a kind of stu�, say pilsner, or because it denotes

a standard kind of serving, e.g. a bottle of beer). We wish to make no spe-

cial metaphysical claims about the relationships that might hold between

`ordinary objects' and `kinds' instead we content ourselves with describing

how such an ontology leads to a simple and natural description of various

of the facts concerning mass (and possibly plural) expressions.

Linguistically, that is semantically, we take there to be two distinct types

of predicates: (a) those which apply only to `kinds', e.g. is a substance,

is a wine, is a kind of wine,58 is scarce, is abundant, and (b) those which

can apply to both `kinds' and `objects'. In this last group we have in mind

mass predicates such as is wine, is furniture, is food, is computer software

and the like on the one hand, and count predicates such as is a dog, is a

puddle, is a quantity of gold, and the like, on the other.59 We hope that

57We take no stand on the issue of whether an object is identical with the bit of matter

that constitutes it. We do insist, however, that there are both types of individual; thus

our lack of a position here amounts to taking no stand on whether two objects can occupy

exactly the same spatial location (e.g. the ring and the bit of gold of which it is made).

However, see our remarks below in the section Mass/Count in Other Fields.
58This use of kind is to be carefully distinguished from its use as a `hedge': This is

kind of a wine. Contrast A zebra is a kind of horse, A zebra is kind of a horse, and *A

zebra is a kind of a horse.
59We think there are no predicates which apply only to `objects'. The usual examples

one can think of, such as is a sofa or is a dog, can in reality apply also to kinds, as in An

ottoman is a sofa and The Beagle is a dog. (Which we take to imply statements about

individual ottomans and dogs, but not to be equivalent to them. They seem to us to

rather be equivalent to The ottoman is a kind of sofa and The beagle is a kind of dog,

making is a sofa and is a dog be used as a kind designator.) Even is a puddle and is a

quantity of gold can be used in this way: consider This nugget is a quantity of gold, which
uses the predicate to be true of an `object', and A nugget is a quantity of gold, which

uses it to be true of the kind. (It may be inaccurate, but it is so used). In the sequel

we shall make no assumption that any English predicate is true only of individuals, but

will instead introduce into the formal semantics an operator which forces such a reading

in certain contexts. We take the view that most English predicates have the mixed,
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the discussion of the last section has made it plausible that mass VPs can

apply to both `kinds' and objects' as required by (b). We also take it to

have been established in that section that these `kinds' are abstract rather

than `scattered individuals'.60

Both of these theories take it that is wine is true of the (abstract) kind

claret in addition to an individual quantity such a the contents of this glass.

Moreover, they take is wine to be true of an object such as a drop or puddle

of wine, occupying the same region as some quantity of wine. (This ring

is gold or This hamburger is food are clearer examples of the application of

mass predicates to objects.) Generally speaking, the theories view the kinds

of M as forming an upper semilattice of kinds with M at the top. This is a

`formal' semilattice in that the union of any two elements of it is a member

of the semilattice, and we view is wine as being true of any of these formal

kinds. So a sentence like Sauterne mixed with claret is wine will be true,

since their union is an element of the semilattice. Adverbial modi�cations

of elements of this `formal' semilattice also are members of the semilattice.

Thus Cheap wine is wine will be true, since cheap wine names an element

of the semilattice.

Predicates like is a wine are true of `conventional' kinds (Claret is a wine

is true) but not of every `formal' kind since, e.g. Cheap wine is a wine is

not true.61 (Sauterne mixed with claret is a wine is also not true, showing

that is a wine is not true of unions of elements of the semilattice). These

predicates are not only true of the conventional kinds but also of individual

servings such as the bottle of wine on the table or the 250ml in this glass

and of conventional kinds of servings of wine (such as Viertel in a German

bar, or 4oz in Alberta bars). When a bare mass noun phrase (or indeed

other bare noun phrases, although we shall not dwell on them here) is used

as a subject (or object, but again we shall not consider that here), it is

taken to name the kinds. So in Cheap wine is wine, the subject cheap wine

names a kind; and since the sentence is true it must name a `formal kind'

so that is wine can be predicated of it. But since Cheap wine is a wine is

not true, the formal kind cannot be a conventionally recognised kind (nor,

for that matter, a conventional kind of serving nor an individual quantity).

Both theories hold that mass CNs should be translated into the seman-

tics as predicates. Strictly this is not required: for, all we have given direct

evidence for is that mass VPs be translated as predicates with a mixed ob-

ject/kind extension. It could be the case that mass CNs are quite di�erent,

yet in the formation of a mass VP the entire VP gets assigned a mixed,

predicate denotation. Still, it would be simple, and in keeping with much

comprehensive extension; and that some few others are true only of kinds.
60Established by theWater weighs billions of tons examples (in addition to the evidence

that the denotation of a mass NP must be intensional).
61The appropriate sense of `conventional' appears to be `bearing a proper name'. Thus

Sauterne, being a proper name, designates a conventional kind while red wine does not.
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philosophical and linguistic analysis, to assume coincidence of CN and `is

CN' denotations (at least when tense is ignored, as here).

With just this much of the theories sketched, we can see that they over-

come various of the diÆculties that plagued other theories. For example,

it is most unclear that any other theory can adequately translate sentences

like

Tap water is water

This puddle is water

without doing one of the following implausible things: make water in the two

sentences designate di�erent predicates (one over kinds, the other over ob-

jects); make tap water be an implicit universal quanti�cation over quantities

of tap water,62 or make tap water be an implicit existential quanti�cation

over quantities of tap water.63 Consider also sentences like

All wine is wine

wherein the subject all wine seems to quantify over both kinds of wine and

quantities of wine, covering bothWhite wine is wine and The litre of wine in

this bottle is wine, for example. It seems to us that no other theories allow

for this comprehensiveness. An even clearer example of such comprehensive

denotation is

Everything edible is food

from which both of

Rice is food

This sandwich is food

follow, given that rice is edible and this sandwich is edible. (Note also

the comprehensive denotation of edible). No other theories we know of can

account for the validity of these two arguments, although it is clear that

(both of) ours can, at least if we assign correct denotations to the subject

NPs.

According to these two theories, and following most work on mass terms,

bare NPs in subject position are taken to be names. We use �M to form

the name of the kind/substance/etc., M.64 Thus we have the (a) sentences

translated as (b):

62Implausible because it incorrectly predicts that Tap water is water and is in short

supply or Fake fur is not fur, yet sells well will get a universally quanti�ed subject. But

their meanings are not preserved when all tap water or all fake fur are substituted for

the respective subjects.
63More plausible perhaps for sentences like Water is dripping from the faucet, but

consider Water, though scarce in this part of the world, is dripping from the faucet,

wherein water cannot be replaced by some water.
64This is reminiscent of Parsons' substance abstraction operator, although it is not

de�ned in terms of quantities as his is. We also do not take a position on the question of

whether these are to be distinguished from the intension of M , i.e. from ^
m.
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a Water is wet

b Wet0(�Water0)

a Tap water is water

b Water0(�(Tap Water)0)

Universally quanti�ed mass NPs, as these theories see them, are compre-

hensive in their extension: sentences like `All water. . . ' assert that `. . . ' is

true of all varieties and of all quantities.

a All water is wet

b (8x)[Water0(x) !Wet0(x)].

Existentially quanti�ed NPs, as these theories see them, using the stressed

some, are not comprehensive: rather they are true only of `kinds'. Our

two theories distinguish these from occurrences of the unstressed sm, which

they see as being true of `quantities'. Yet, given the assumed comprehensive

extension of many of our predicates, they can be translated identically. Thus

both

Some rice is tasty

Sm rice is tasty

would be translated as

(9x)[Rice0(x) & Tasty0(x)].

Given the comprehensive extension of Rice (and of Tasty), the �rst sentence

is true because, say, Rice is true of the kind `brown rice' (which is tasty),

and the second sentence is true because Rice is true of, say, this bowl of

brown rice (which is tasty). According to this `bare bones' version other

two theories, the di�erence between our two sentences is not a matter of

semantics, since they have the same representation. However, should we

choose to treat this di�erence as a semantic phenomenon, these theories

could be augmented with operators � and p which respectively take a mass

CN M and form a predicate true only of M -kinds/varieties or a predicate

true only ofM - objects/quantities. Our two sentences would then be trans-

lated respectively as

(9x)[� Rice0)(x) & Good0(x)]

(9x)[(p Rice0)(x) & Good0(x)]

(Of course these � and p operators would be introduce by the syntactic-

semantic rules by translations of some and sm, not by ambiguously trans-

lating rice sometimes as (� Rice0) and sometimes as (p Rice0).) A sentence

which is unquestionably ambiguous is
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This is a beer

which the p-theory translates as

(� Beer0)(t) _ ( Beer0)(t)

and the s-theory translates as either

(� Beer0)(t)

( Beer0)(t)

making it refer ambiguously to a kind of beer or a quantity/portion/etc. of

beer. (( Beer0) is true of conventional portions and kinds of portions of

beer.)

Our grammars will cover only certain stative sentences. However, in view

of the importance of the stative/non-stative distinction in the interpretation

of sentences containing mass nominals, we should indicate briey how we

would treat mass nominals in an extended grammar covering non-stative

verb phrases. The translations of the following sentences would be as indi-

cated:

a Snow is falling

b Falling0(� Snow0)

a John threw snow at Mary

b Threw-at0[j; (� Snow0);m]

a Sm snow is falling

b (9x)[(p Snow0)(x) & Falling0(x)]

a John threw sm snow at Mary

b (9x)[(p Snow0)(x) & Threw-at0(j; x;m)]

Note that the bare mass terms in the �rst two sentences have been inter-

preted as kind-denoting, despite the non-stative context, as in the Carlson{

Chierchia approach. The implication of the �rst sentence, that sm snow is

falling, would be obtained by a meaning postulate to the e�ect that if x is

falling and x is a kind, then some `object' y of kind x is falling. Similarly for

the implication of the second sentence that John threw sm snow at Mary.

In this way the �rst two sentences lead to consequences which coincide with
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the translations of the third and fourth sentences, without actually being

synonymous with those sentences at the level of logical form.65

Our examples have invoked the predicate-restricting operators �; , and

p, either in the translations of certain English sentences, or in the meaning

postulates applicable to the translations. In any case, whether we choose

to do it in the direct translations or in the meaning postulates, both of our

theories will want to be able, in the semantics, to form predicates which

are true of kinds, or of servings, or of individuals, given a predicate which

has comprehensive extension. So, for example, from the predicate water0

which is assumed to be true of quantities, servings, and kinds, we shall want

to be able to form (� water0) which is true of conventional kinds of water,

to form ( water0) which is true of conventional portions (and kinds of

portions) of water, and to form (p water0) which is true of quantities of

water and objects which coincide with such quantities. Conversely, if we

have a predicate which is true of individuals and kinds, we shall want to

form a predicate true of all the entities that mass predicates are true of|

quantities of stu�, kinds of stu�, conventional kinds of servings, and objects

coincident with quantities of stu�. For example, if man0 is a predicate true

of objects and kinds, then (� man0) is the comprehensive predicate formed

therefrom.

Having seen where they agree, let us look at where they di�er. The p-

theory takes all predicates, animal as well as water, to have comprehensive

extension|to be true of kinds (of stu� or things), true of conventional kinds

of servings, true of quantities (of stu�), and true of objects coinciding with

quantities of stu�. It makes no use of syntactic features +mass and +count,

and instead interprets certain occurrences of entire noun phrases as being

(semantically) mass or count|depending upon whether the predicate as

used therein is true of stu� or of things and kinds. (This is determined

by the syntactic constructions.) On the other hand, while the s-theory

agrees with the p-theory on the basic extension of mass predicates like water,

assigning them a comprehensive extension, it distinguishes these from the

count predicates which it takes to be true only of individual objects and

kinds of individual objects. It marks this di�erence in the lexicon with the

syntactic features +mass and +count respectively. In certain sentences a

count noun is used as a mass noun; to generate these, the s-theory employs

a `lexical extension' rule which (a) changes the mass/count feature, (b)

adds a +EXT (for `extended usage') marker, and (c) suitably alters the

semantic representation of the original noun to make it �t the extended

65It remains unclear to us whether non-stative verb phrases should be viewed as predi-

cates which apply to stages rather than to things, as Carlson and Chierchia claim. While

the claim seems plausible for progressive verb phrases, it seems much less plausible for

non-stative verb phrases in the simple past tense, such as threw snow at Mary or melted

and then evaporated; such phrases appear to apply to temporal segments of things which

are longer than mere `instantaneous' stages.
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usage. Overall, a sentence in which some term is marked +EXT is judged

`semi-grammatical'.

We shall close by giving an indication of how the two theories handle

a variety of constructions involving mass expressions. We do not give a

detailed statement of either the syntax or the semantics but rather just

state the relevant rules of syntactic combination and the associated semantic

representation.66 The two theories use a Gazdar-style grammatical theory

and an associated intensional logic semantics. Here we content ourselves

with an informal presentation of the associated notions; in particular it is

part of our goal to stay as `close' to a traditional �rst-order theory as we

can (augmented by certain operators).67 Finally, here we ignore certain

grammatical niceties, such as the feature system which handles number

and person agreement. Rules of these theories are stated by two parts: a

context-free parse and the associated semantic representation, separated by

a comma. We use a prime to indicate the semantic representation of some

syntactic item. We allow ourselves complex syntactic nodes, for example [N

+ADJP] is a noun which has the feature of being premodi�ed by an adjective

phrase, and [ADJP +INT] is an adjective phrase which is intersective.

The rules for the relevant portion of our two theories are (with tacit

restriction to the singular throughout):

1. S ! NP VP, VP0(NP0)

2. VP ! [V +be] PRED, PRED0

3p. PRED ! N, N0

3s. PRED ! [N +MASS], N0

4p. PRED ! [DET +a] N, (�x[(� N0)(x) _ ( N0)(x)]

4s. PRED ! [DET +a] [N +COUNT], N0

5. PRED ! NP, (�x)(x =NP0)

6. PRED ! ADJP, ADJP0

7p. NP ! N, (� N0)

7s. NP ! (N + MASS], (�N0)

8p. NP ! DET N, hDET0 N0i68

66For example, we follow our practice of earlier and only distinguish CNs from NPs,

rather than other intermediate levels of NPs.
67For details see [Schubert and Pelletier, 1982].
68This can be thought of as a quanti�er DET0 which is restricted by the predicate N0.

This restricted quanti�er is assigned a scope in a post-parsing phase. For further details

on how these theories handle quanti�ed terms, see [Schubert and Pelletier, 1982]. here
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8s. NP ![DET SING] [N SING], hDET0 N0
i (where SING may particu-

larise to +MASS or +COUNT)69

9. [N + ADJP]![ADJP +INT] N, (�x) (ADJP0(x)&N0(x))

10. [N + ADJP]! [ADJP �INT] N, ADJP0(N0)

The s-theory distinguished in the lexicon MASS from COUNT nouns. And

it has what might be called `lexical extension' rules to give us the `stretched'

meaning of nouns that we have earlier talked about. For example, it has

lexical entries

[N +COUNT]! sofa, man, substance, wine,. . .

[N +MASS]! wine, water, . . .

and extension rules

[N +EXT +COUNT] ! [N -EXT +MASS], (� N0)

[N +EXT +COUNT] ! [N -EXT +MASS], ( N0)

[N +EXT +MASS] ! [N -EXT +MASS], (� N0)

So, for the minimal grammar considered here, a sentence is a noun phrase

and a verb phrase. A verb phrase is a copula followed by a PRED, which

in turn is either an adjective, or a bare noun (as in Claret is wine or This

puddle is man|the latter said after an application of the universal grinder),

or an a followed by a noun (as in John is a man or Claret is a wine), or is an

entire noun phrase (as in John is the man most likely to succeed or Claret is

my favourite red wine). A noun phrase is either a bare noun (as in Claret is

a dry red wine or Dogs are barking outside) or else is a quanti�ed term (as in

All men are mortal or Sm red wine is tasty|we include as determiners this,

all, some, sm, much, little, each, every, and the numeral quanti�ers). Nouns

may themselves be either an adjective-phrase noun combination, or just a

noun.70 We consider here two cases of adjective modi�cation: intersective

and non-intersective. For the former we have in mind such adjectives as red,

while for the latter we think of such adjectives as fake.71 The rules which

give alternatives, such as (3p) vs. (3s) are those rules which are di�erent

we forgo discussion of `quanti�er scoping' and the like, but rather just assert that the

stated translations actually come out as given. The quanti�ed terms are those in angle

brackets and are treated specially.
69The s-theory takes SING to be a node of an agreement feature hierarchy, with root

NUMB, with disjoint successors SING and PLUR, and with SING in turn subdivided

into MASS and COUNT. Thus COUNT applies to singular count nouns and determiners

only. A node agrees with any of its descendants, including itself.
70This is one of the places where a fuller grammar would distinguish di�erent `levels'

of noun phrases.
71We do not wish to enter the dispute as to whether there really are any truly intersec-

tive adjectives. Cf. [Kamp, 1975] and [Siegel, 1977] for statements of the views. On the

one hand, even the colour terms do not seem to be clear examples; for example, white

wine is hardly white! On the other hand, we can take many (perhaps most) adjectives

as truly intersective, as long as we recognise that their meanings are context-dependent.
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from the two theories of mass terms. The p-rules are for the semantic occur-

rence approach while the s-rules are for the syntactic expression approach.

Now, both of these theories can give the correct semantic representation

to a wide range of sentences involving mass terms, given certain meaning

postulates. (The two theories do it slightly di�erently, as might be expected

since they have somewhat di�erent semantic understandings of the lexical

nouns. For example, the s-theory takes man to be true of individual men

and of kinds of men, while the p-theory takes it to be true also of the stu�

of which men are made. In the p-theory, when a sentence uses a|as in

a man|then the semantic operators convert this `basic' meaning into one

that is true of individual men and of kinds of men. The s-theory instead

has a lexical redundancy rule which will convert the lexical count noun

man into one which is a mass noun and is true of the stu� of which mean

are made and quantities thereof. They will also take a di�erent tack on

what quanti�ed terms designate, although that has been hidden in Rule

8 above by assigning the same logical form to both theories. Nonetheless,

the meaning postulates of the two theories will di�er for these.) Let us

state, then, the translations for three of our DETs into our `�rst order-ish

semantics' for the two theories:

11. sm0 = (�P )h9(p P )i

12p. some0 = (�P )h9(�x)[( P )x _ (� P )x])i

12s. some0 = (�P )h9Pi (where some is [DET NUMB])

13. all0 = (�P )h8P i72

So, in the p-theory, the predicates of the lexicon are comprehensively true of

anything that any use might dictate. But in certain contexts, such as being

in a quanti�ed noun phrase of a certain sort, the semantic representation

of the entire noun phrase is sometimes (e.g. when the quanti�er is some

or a) such that we can say that is true of individuals (including kinds) and

sometimes (e.g. when the quanti�er is sm) such that we can say that it is true

of stu�. So, by looking at the semantic representation, we can say whether

it is a count noun phrase or a mass noun phrase|but this is all in the

semantics and holds of entire noun phrases (not individual nouns) as be�ts

a semantic occurrence approach. The s-theory will already have COUNT

and MASS as features on the nouns and use this information to induce the

correct, allowable combinations and meanings of quanti�ed terms.

Thus, white wine is indeed white (note that we do say things like This wine is white), but

in a sense appropriate to wines. After all, even nouns can show such context dependence.

This hay is food has a truth value dependent on whether we are talking about food for

people or food for cattle, for example. Moreover, the interaction of an attributive adjec-

tive with the noun it modi�es does not exhaust its context-dependence: the truth of He

is a tall man still depends on whether we are talking about horse racing or basketball.
72Where in the s-theory, all is [DET +MASS] (when restricted to the singular).
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These rules, and the informal remarks preceding them, indicate how the

theories would translate the usual run of sentences encountered in discus-

sions of the semantics of mass expressions. For example, using the rules just

given

Sm Einsteinium is in the lab

is translated as

(9x)[(p Einsteinium0)(x)&In� Lab0(x)]

making the sentence assert that some quantity (ingot, puddle, etc.) of

Einsteinium is in the lab. In contrast, the rules assign to

All Einsteinium is in the lab

the translation

(8x)[Einsteinium0(x) ! In� Lab0(x)]

where the values of x can be both quantities (ingots, puddles) Einsteinium

and also the kinds of Einsteinium. And then the sentence asserts that they

are all in the lab.73

One might further wish to inquire about the relationship between quan-

tities and kinds. for example, if a quantity of Einsteinium is in the lab, is

there also a kind of Einsteinium in the lab, and vice versa? If all quantities

are in the lab, are all kinds, and vice versa? Our two theories answer these

questions negatively, in general. While it may seem plausible in the exam-

ple just given, the following slightly di�erent examples show that these four

propositions are false.

1. If a kind of M has property P , then some quantity ofM has property

P .

2. If a quantity ofM has property P , then some kind ofM has property

P .

3. If all kinds of M have property P , then all quantities of M have

property P .

73For the more diÆcult quanti�ers, such as most, the formal translation would be much

like those in 11{13, viz.

most
0 = (�P )hMOST P i:

However, a direct reduction to standard �rst-order format, as for 8 and 9, is not possible
for MOST. (Cf. [Barwise and Cooper, 1981]). Rather, a semantics would have to be

supplied for the unreduced, predicate-restricted, scoped quanti�er; alternatively, some

sort of set theory could be introduced to allow translation of statements involving such

quanti�ers into �rst-order statements about set cardinality. For discussion along these

lines, see [McCawley, 1981, pp. 425{433].
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4. If all quantities of M have property P , then all kinds of M have

property P .

Consider, respectively, that while some kinds of wine are scarce, no quantity

is; that this quantity of water is a puddle but no kind of water is a puddle;

that all kinds of wine are kinds of wine, but no quantity is a kind; and

�nally, it might be the case that all the quantities of Einsteinium are in the

lab, but not all the kinds (maybe there are two kinds, but currently only

one of them is instantiated by any quantities|all of which are in the lab).

Of course, sometimes the inferences are valid, and for those cases the two

theories use meaning postulates. Recall that these theories have two types

of predicates: those true only of kinds, and those true of both kinds and

objects/quantities. Our theories hold that if the predicate is not exclusively

a kind predicate, and if it holds of a kind M , then it (1) holds of some

(perhaps all) subkinds of M (recall that the theories take kinds of M to

form an upper semilattice), and (2) holds of at least some (perhaps all)

quantities of any such subkind. For example is a liquid is true only of kinds

while is liquid is true of both.74 The two theories take the view that in

such cases the kind property entails the comprehensive property. Thus (as

indicated earlier) the (a) sentences entail the (b) sentences.

(a) Water is a liquid

(b) Water is liquid

(a) Claret is a wine

(b) Claret is wine

(a) Gold is a metal

(b) Gold is metal[lic]

When the predicate in question is a comprehensive one, the theories take

the view that if the kind has it, then at least some quantity of the subject

has it. Thus the following inference from(a) to (b) (and hence to (c)) is

taken to be valid.

(a) Water is dripping from the faucet

74The two theories get this result in di�erent ways: liquid is an adjective which has

comprehensive extension, and is introduced by Rule 10, in both theories. a liquid is a

PRED and introduced by Rule 4 from the noun liquid. In the p-theory, the noun liquid

has comprehensive extension, but a liquid gets its meaning restricted to kinds/servings

by Rule 4p. In the s-theory, liquid is marked as MASS, and a lexical extension rule

converts this to a COUNT noun with the meaning `kind of liquid'; and �nally Rule 4s

says that the PRED has the meaning of this derived COUNT noun.
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(b) Sm water is dripping from the faucet

(c) Some quantity of water is dripping from the faucet.

Furthermore, following Chierchia [1982a; 1982b], the theories take the po-

sition that stative VPs of the comprehensive sort, such as is liquid, is wine,

etc. induce a `universal' reading on the sentence. Non-stative VPs of the

comprehensive sort, such as is dripping from the faucet or is lying on my

desk, are assumed to induce an `existential' reading on the sentence. Thus

while water is liquid is equivalent to all water is liquid and entails all quan-

tities of water are liquid, the non-stative sentence gold is lying on my desk

entails some quantity of gold is lying on my desk. These, and similar infer-

ences, can be handled in the theories either by means of meaning postulates

or directly in the translations (or by a combination of both, as in Chierchia

who handles the universal import in stative sentences via meaning postu-

lates but handles the existential import of non-stative VPs directly though

a semantic rule for non-stative VPs).75

It will be recalled that both theories take a PRED formed with a plus

M to denote the subset of conventional kinds of M belonging to the semi-

lattice of kinds of M . (For present purposes, we an ignore the alternative

denotation consisting of conventional portions and kinds of portions of M .)

So is an M is a predicate true of all the subkinds of M (whereas M as a

complete noun phrase, as when it is the bare subject of a sentence names

the uppermost element of the semilattice). This gives our theories' account

of why

Claret is a wine

Sauterne is a wine

Burgundy is a wine

and the like are all true (given that Claret, Sauterne, and Burgundy are,

in fact, conventional kinds of wine). It is also our theories' reason for say-

ing that All wines are wines is true. Although we have not discussed our

theories' handling of plurals, we will assert that are wines is the plural VP

corresponding to is a wine, and hence the sentence will be true if all wines

designates a class of conventionally recognised subkinds of wine|which

it does according to these theories, namely the class of all conventionally

recognised subkinds of wine. This, together with the previously mentioned

meaning postulate, is the reason All wines are wine is true|are wine is the

(plural) comprehensive predicate corresponding to the kind predicate are

wines. Since All wines are wines is analytically true, the meaning postulate

will have it entail All wines are wine. All wine (as opposed to all wines), it

75Perhaps it should be noted that many VPs have both a stative and non-stative

reading, for example in Gold glitters in the mines or in Oran-utans inhabit the jungles

of Borneo.
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will be recalled, designates not only the subkinds of wine, but all quantities

of wine, so a sentence like All wine is a wine will be false (or semantically

anomalous) because of the mismatch between the subject designator and

the predicate. Similarly, Wine is wine and All wines are wine will be true

(and analytic), but Wine is a wine will be false.76

With these meaning postulates and semantic theory, the two theories can

account for a variety of sentences and inferences, by generating them and

giving them the correct logical form, which are beyond the scope of other

theories.77 Correct logical form is assigned to these sentences.

Wine is wine (two readings, both analytic)

Wine is a wine (false)

Chilled wine is a wine (false)

All wine is wine (analytic)

*All wine is a wine (semantically anomalous)

Water is dripping from the faucet (entails: sm water is dripping

from the faucet)

Water is a liquid (entails: water is liquid).

Consider these inferences:

1. Claret is a wine, wine is a liquid, so claret is a liquid

2. Claret is a wine, wine is a liquid, so claret is liquid

3. Claret is a wine, wine is liquid, so claret is liquid

These three are valid inferences, according to the theories, because: the �rst

premise of each asserts that claret is a kind (of wine), and in (1) and (2)

are also told that wine is a kind (of liquid), hence in (1) we get from the

semilattice of kinds78 that claret is a kind (of liquid) and by our meaning

postulate we get (2) that claret is liquid. In (3) we are told that wine is

liquid, so everything which is wine is liquid and hence claret is liquid.

Now consider

4. Claret is a wine, wine is liquid, so claret is a liquid

5. Claret is wine, wine is a liquid, so claret is a liquid

76Since both theories take is a wine to be a predicate true only of conventional subkinds

of wine, wine|as a `formal' kind but not a conventionally recognised subkind of wine|

will not fall in the extension of is a wine. For the same reason, Chilled wine is a wine,

Cheap wine is a wine, Claret mixed with Sauterne is a wine, etc. are false.
77Of course we believe to have already shown that our theories can account for the

analyticity of certain sentences, the anomaly of certain sentences, the validity of certain

inferences, and so on, which no other theory can account for. Here we give further

examples.
78In particular, the following is a valid inference in the semilattice: A(B); B(C) there-

fore A(C). Replace A by liquid, B by wine, and C by claret for our inference.
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6. Claret is wine, wine is a liquid, so claret is a liquid

7. Claret is wine, wine is a liquid, so claret is a liquid

8. Claret is wine, wine is liquid, so claret is liquid.

(4) is invalid because although claret is conventionally recognised wine-kind,

it may not be a conventionally recognised liquid-kind. In (5){(8) we are not

given in the �rst premise that claret is a kind|for all we were told, it might

be a name or description of a quantity or object|and so the Arguments

mentioned above no longer work to show any of these to be valid arguments.

Of course, with an added premise to the e�ect that claret is a conventional

kind (5), (6) and (8) would be valid; but we are currently interested in which

of the inferences are valid without this added information. Obviously, if it is

not given that claret is a conventional kind, then the conclusions of (5) and

(7) might be false, so they cannot be valid arguments. The second premise

of (6) entails, by the meaning postulates, the second premise of (8); thus,

showing that (8) is valid will imply that (6) is also. And indeed (8) is valid,

since is liquid and is wine are stative VPs and hence induce a universal

reading upon the sentences, as in All claret is wine and All wine is liquid.

We know of no other theories which can do all these things. Yet the

two theories are radically di�erent: one has a mass/count distinction in the

syntax and the other doesn't, and they have di�erent extensions assigned to

the lexical items. So the question naturally arises|which is better? What

can be said against the two theories? There is not space in a survey to

go into the issues involved here in detail, so we shall content ourselves with

just hurling the main charge that each one directs against the other. Briey,

the p-theory charges the s-theory with pretending to use syntactic features

+mass and +count but allowing them to do no syntactic work. For every

sentence which has a mass term in a given location, there is another sentence

which has a count term in that position. No constructions are ruled out

(although some are marked as +EXT, i.e. as involving lexical extension);

the only use of the +mass/+count features is in directing the semantic

translation process. And that suggests that the features should all along

have been semantic. The s-theory charges the p-theory with being unable

to give coherent meaning or factual postulates because of its commitment

to a comprehensive extension to the lexical terms. For example, suppose

one wanted to give as a factual postulate that A lamb has fur. The s-theory

can do this without diÆculty: lamb0 is true of individual lambs and the

postulate says of each of them that they have fur. But the p-theory cannot

easily do this: lamb0 is true of stu�, among other things, so the predicate

must be converted to one which is true only of individuals. But there is no

provision in the p-theory for doing this|the closest that it could come is

with a predicate that is true of both conventional kinds and `conventional
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portions' (i.e. ordinary lambs or servings of lamb). See [Heintz, 1985] for

further comments along these lines.

CONCLUSION

It will be recognised that the two theories draw from many other theories.

Many of our remarks about kinds can be found in [ter Meulen, 1980]|

although we do not accept her claims that `only simple lexical expressions

can denote kinds' and `no sentence of the formM is M can be well-formed.

Some of the remarks about semilattices can be found in [Link, 1981]|

although he does not consider a semilattice of kinds as we do. Our use

of stative vs. non-stative VPs to induce a universal vs. existential reading

on sentences is due to Chierchia [1982a; 1982b], which in turn is due to

Carlson [1977; 1982]. Various of the informal understandings of the notion

of a quantity can be found in [Cartwright, 1970]. The conation of `ordinary'

objects and quantities into a single category can be found in [Pelletier, 1974],

Chierchia (op. cit.), and [Link, 1981]. And the underlying conception of

a grammatical theory is due, of course, ultimately to Montague [1973a] as

�ltered by the works of Gazdar et al. [1985]. Many of the details of our

view are also to be found in [L�nning, 1987] and [Higginbotham, 1994].

Perhaps what is most novel here is the attention paid to the denotation of

mass CNs as opposed to mass NPs, and the view that they are predicates

true not only of objects and quantities, but also of kinds.

So, which theory is to be preferred? That is a topic for further research.

We hope to have shown where we think the issues lie and where future ef-

forts should (and should not) focus. One thing should be clear from this

survey of the work done on the topic of the semantics (and syntax) of

mass expressions: the time for studies of mass expressions with only causal

reference to the syntax and semantics of language is past. Only system-

atic attempts to account for large classes of mass expressions within formal

syntactic-semantic-pragmatic frameworks can hope to resolve the remaining

issues.

MASS/COUNT IN OTHER FIELDS

In this section we briey mention areas that have either studied the mass-

count distinction from a di�erent perspective than we have pursued, or have

employed the distinction in the pursuit of other philosophical purposes. In

the former group we think primarily of psychological research but also of

some computational work, while in the latter group we think of the use of

count/mass to explicate the thought of �gures in the history of philosophy as

well as in the characterization of certain ontological issues. Our exposition

here will necessarily be short, but we feel that the preceding discussion of
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the syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic topics concerning the distinction

can enable others to understand more fully the types of assumptions being

made by these researchers and to evaluate their claims in a more successful

manner.

There has been some psycholinguistic research on the mass/count distinc-

tion, particularly in the context of children's development of a mass-count

distinction in their language and in their cognitive di�erentiation between

the two. When it comes to mass vs. count concepts that are of solid

substances (`concrete mass terms' such as wood or metal, as opposed to

`abstract mass terms' like freedom and happiness), children even up to the

age of 4 or 5 years apparently have diÆculty understanding novel words

as naming the stu� (the mass concept of substance) an object is made of,

when they are presented with an object made out of that stu�. Instead,

they prefer to interpret the term as naming the object or kind of object (the

count concept of a group) being presented. For example, when shown a

new object made out of an unknown material, and told `This is blicket' or

even `This is made of blicket,' the children only rarely interpreted `blicket'

as the name of a material, and instead thought of the object as one blicket.

That is, they interpreted `blicket' as a count noun rather than a mass noun

([Dickinson, 1988], also [Markman and Wachtel, 1988]). However, when the

mass term in question picks out `non-substantial' features, even 3-year-olds

are able to make the intuitively correct distinctions. An example is a bell

sound which is presented rapidly enough that it could be construed either

as a set of discrete sounds or as undi�erentiated noise, and children are

told either `These are feps{there really are a lot of feps here' or `This is

fep{there really is a lot of fep here'. If the children are asked to `make a

fep' or `make fep' with a stick on a real bell, they make a single sound for

`make a fep' and a lot of sounds when asked to `make fep' [Bloom, 1994b].

Other aspects of these developmental studies can be found in [Bloom, 1994a;

Bloom, 1994c; Gathercole, 1985; Gathercole, 1986; Gordon, 1988; Hall et al.,

1993; Macnamara and Reyes, 1994; McPherson, 1991; Nelson et al., 1993;

Prasada, 1993; Prasada, 1999; Shipley and Shepperson, 1990; Soja, 1992;

Soja, 1994; Soja et al., 1991; Soja et al., 1992]. A survey of the developmen-

tal literature can be found in Bloom [2000, pp. 198{211]. Psycholinguistic

evidence of a non-developmental nature is put forward by Gillon [1999] and

Xu [1997]; physiological evidence for localization of these features is sug-

gested by Semenza [2000].

There has also been work in trying to incorporate mass-count informa-

tion into computational accounts of natural language. Bond and colleagues
[Bond et al., 1994; Bond and Vatikiotis-Bateson, 2002; Baldwin and Bond,

2003] and also O'Hara et al. [2003] have investigated how this information

might interact with a `computational ontology', how it might be employed

in machine translation, and how a computer system might `learn' the mass-

count distinction from an unannotated corpus of text, such as large datasets
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that are unmarked for the count/mass distinction. One interesting result of

this last is the discovery of the large number of nouns that have both count

and mass uses of approximately equal frequency.

Many researchers have sought to use a mass/count (or sortal) distinction

as a way to understand �gures in the history of philosophy. Sometimes the

researchers have suggested that the historical �gures were consciously draw-

ing attention to the distinction and were making philosophical points based

on having made such a distinction; other times it is the researchers them-

selves who employ the distinction in an attempt to explain how the historical

�gures might have been led to draw some of their other philosophical con-

clusions by an unconscious appreciation of the distinction. We hope that

our survey of positions on the semantic and ontological aspects of mass,

count, and sortal predicates will enable others to evaluate accurately the

various attempts that have been made to use them when explicating histor-

ical �gures. Some of the historical �gures we have in mind are Parmenides
[P�olos, 1987b], Anaxagoras, [Furley, 1976; Furley, 1987; Mann, 1980; Pax-

son, 1983], Plato [Smith, 1978; Zembaty, 1983], Aristotle [Sellars, 1967a;

Sellars, 1967b; Sellars, 1967c; Sharvy, 1983b; Furth, 1988; Cresswell, 1992;

Cohen, 1996], Alexander of Aphrodisias [Sharples, 1999], Locke [Pelletier,

1977], Spinoza [Madanes, 1989] and Heidegger [Stewart, 1987].

A very interesting interpretative strand for the \White Horse [is] not

Horse" paradox of Kung-sun Lung (b. 380 BCE) was begun by Hanson
[1976], who argued that nouns and adjectives were interpreted by speakers

of classical Chinese as being mass, and that this could give the required un-

derstanding for Kung-sun Lung's paradox. This interpretation has garnered

a large number of responses, many of which employ some of the semantic

considerations mentioned in our survey of mass terms. The interested reader

is referred to Hansen [1976; 1983], Reiman [1981], Cheng [1983], Graham
[1986], Harbsmeier [1991], Lai [1995], Thompson [1995], and Mou [1999].

Finally, and as indicated already in the introduction of this article,

the notions of mass vs. count (or sortal 79) have also played an important

role in metaphysics, both as part of a description of the ultimate nature of

the world and as an explanatory device in accounting for change and our

perception of reality.80 Both of these areas of metaphysics embody a huge

literature that we cannot even hope to survey. And so we will mention

some of those works that more consciously employ the notion of mass in

their accounts.

One strand of the relevant metaphysics is more descriptive of natural lan-

guage than others, and has come to be called `natural language metaphysics'

(a term coined in [Bach, 1981]). This version of metaphysics follows some

79We will not here say more about the notion of sortal, except to indicate that there

is an immense literature that follows up Strawson [1959].
80There are also attempts to emply the concept of mass in the philosophy of religion:

Madanes [1989], Pfeifer [1997].
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programmatic statements of Strawson [1959] and sets itself the task of an-

swering the questions \what sorts of things do people talk as if there are?"

and \what sorts of things and stu�, and relations among them are needed

to exhibit the structure of meanings that various languages seem to have?"

This approach has been championed by Bach [1981; 1986a; 1986b; 1994],

who pays particular attention to the role of mass and count in di�erent lan-

guages, and the sort of ontology these uses seem to presuppose. One should

also consult Chierchia [1998] in this regard. (The history and background

of this approach is discussed in [Pelletier and Thomason, 2002]).

In a more speculative vein of metaphysics, a discussion of using mass to

give an account of the ultimate nature of reality might start with Zemach
[1970] and Simons [1994] as overviews of di�erent strategies in reason-

ing about ontologies. Theorists advocating a fundamentally mass ontol-

ogy include Laycock [1972; 1975], van Brakel [1986], Elder [1996], Burke
[1994; 1997], and Zimmerman [1995; 1996]. Relevant work in the formal

semantics literature would seem to be Roeper [1983] and L�nning [1987],

who argue that mass predication is more basic than count predication by

interpreting both realms as Boolean algebras and then claiming that the

count realm is that special case of the mass realm where we add an extra

axiom asserting the existence of atoms (but we cannot likewise generate the

mass realm by a simple denial of this axiom). Moltmann [1998] argues that

all three of mass predication, singular count predication, and plural count

predication are equally basic and that they are di�erentiated by an \inten-

sional notion of integrity" that characterizes some subjects of predication.

The di�erence between a pile and the sand of which it is made is a matter

of the intensional \object integrity", and not anything \in reality". With

a similar nod to intensional notions, Koslicki [1999] argues that the three

di�erent predications (mass, singular count, plural count) are irreducibly

distinct, but then denies that there is therefore an ontological di�erence

among the distinct items that are subjects of predication. Instead it is a

`conceptual di�erence': is hair, is a hair, and are hairs are each true of

the same external phenomenon, but they describe it in di�erent ways. The

di�erence lies purely in our concepts, not in the actual objects referred to.

Of course, any mass/stu� ontology will need to deal with the issue of

mixtures|which seem clearly not to be completely homogeneous, despite

being mass [Sharvy, 1983a]. Furthermore, such theories will also want

some account of why it is that we have count terms when masses are ba-

sic. Background speculation on this topic can be found in Pelletier [1991].

Burke [1994; 1997] and Zimmerman [1997] argued over the way that such

a category might be useful for undermining the puzzle of two-di�erent-but-

coincident-objects. Wandinger [1998] argues that Zimmerman's theory can't

get causal interactions right.

One particular area of metaphysics, already touched upon in the preced-

ing paragraph, where issues of mass and count arise concerns the fact that
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individual objects (as characterized by count terms) are constituted by stu�

(as characterized by mass terms). And therefore there arise many issues

concerning the relationship between the two realms. If one `reduces' the

count realm to the mass realm, then one has the ready answer that the re-

lationship is one of identity. But then the problem becomes one of trying to

show that despite the identity, it seems that an object can come and go all

the while its `matter' remains, or that its `matter' can change all the while

the object endures. The alternative explanation is that the object is consti-

tuted by the stu�, but not thereby identical. But this makes it important to

understand the constitution relation. We have already had an opportunity

to mention some of the intricacies of this relation when we discussed earlier

mass-noun-semantics proposals. For instance, Burge (1975) had noted that

while we are happy to say that Theseus's ship remains the same ship de-

spite the gradual replacement of all its matter, we would not be willing to

claim that the Parthenon remains the same structure if all its material were

gradually replaced (even if replaced by exact-duplicate-appearing modern

plastic). Considerations such as these argue for a \contextualist" under-

standing of \what is essential to the object", being dependent on how the

object is perceived by members of a society. This and related issues are

very widely discussed. Here we point to a few works that bring out issues of

mass terms: Cartwright [1984], Rea [1997], Burke [1994; 1997], Zimmerman
[1997], Elder [1998], Thomson [1998], Wandinger [1998].
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